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How you can use these notes
• Too much detail?: Read the summary first, to get the essence of these notes.
• Research: These notes are not in a narrative style because it is not intended for the general public. It is for serious
researchers. There are standardized headings and dot-points that are a framework into which new details may be
placed so that the document can be occasionally updated.
• Sources: References are identified by super-numerals throughout – these point to notes at the end of this document.
Much of this information is from what is already available on the internet - we have not yet directly researched many
original physical records.
• Finding: You can search this PDF document using Control/F, and relevant key words.
• Our other documents: This is one of a series of research notes that are interconnected. These can be found in the
SMALL PRINT directory on the left of the homepage. The notes most relevant to Donald and Jane are:D56 – ‘John Macleod’s memoirs & family tree’: This is the only document connecting Donald & Jane
D55 – ‘John McPhee & Christ’n Cameron’: Christ’n is a daughter of Donald & Jane. This document also has
background information about Achnacarry and Loch Arkaig.
D50 – ‘Christina McPhee’: A grand-daughter of Donald & Jane
• Names: To avoid confusion between people with similar names, throughout these notes, depending on the context:Donald Cameron, who is the husband of Jane, and sawmiller of Achnacarry, is referred to as ‘our’ Donald. He is
not to be confused with Donald Cameron who was a chief of the clan.
Jane, who is a daughter of Donald and Jane, is sometimes recorded as Jane, but in these notes, she is Jane to avoid
confusion with her mother – because ‘Jane’ and ‘Jane’ are interchangeable forms of the same name.
Christ’n Cameron, who is a daughter of Donald and Jane, is sometimes referred to as Christian in some
genealogical records. She is referred to in these notes as Christ’n in order to avoid confusion with her
daughter, Christina. Mother and daughter are both recorded as Christ’n on Christina’s birth record.
• Feedback: Your corrections and comments will be welcomed - via ‘Contact us’ on the website homepage.
• Authors: Compiled by Don Gordon, in collaboration with Lorna McLean. Don and Lorna are 3 X grandchildren of Donald
McLean and Christina McPhee – and 5 X grandchildren of Donald Cameron and Jane Robertson.
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Summary
We are particularly interested in Donald and Jane because they were the parents of Christ’n Cameron who married John
McPhee. In turn, Christ’n and John were the parents of Christina McPhee who married Donald McLean, and they are the
central focus of our family history website - www.christinaanddonaldmclean.com.
No official records have been confirmed for Donald and Jane – neither their parents’ names, births, marriage, offspring,
or deaths. We are mainly relying on information about Donald from Chris Doak1, and the memoirs of John MacLeod for
Jane2. On the first page of D56 we give reasons for relying on the credibility of the Macleod memoirs.
Jane was from an upper class family in rural Aberdeen shire and she went to the Aberdeen township to finish her
education. This was known as ‘white seam’ which included sewing and other homecrafts as well as some literacy.
Donald’s father was a sawmiller in Aviemore and Donald might have been there in his childhood before going to Aberdeen
to undertake training as a millwright. It is not clear whether Donald had been in Achnacarry before he went to Aberdeen.
Achnacarry, near Loch Arkaig, is 94 kms southwest of Aviemore and is 226 kms west of Aberdeen. Aviemore, near the
Cairgorm National Park, is 133 kms east of Aberdeen.
Jane and Donald met in Aberdeen and eloped to Achnacarry. This was in the 1760s and they might have both been in
their late teens, so their birth years might have been in the 1740s or early 1750s.
Donald was the sawmiller at Achnacarry. The farm had been the seat of the Cameron chiefs but the chief was exiled, and
the castle was destroyed, after Culloden in 1746. This was two decades before Donald and Jane settled in Achnacarry.
Their first child, probably Jane, was born in the 1760s and then Christ’n around 1771. Donald and Jane might have had
other children, but there is no direct evidence of this. Jane taught her children handicrafts, and English by reading the
bible. This is significant because Jane came from a lowland area where English was the dominant language whereas she
settled with Donald into a highland locality where people spoke Gaelic. She never quite lost her lowland accent and was
always considered to be an outsider and was referred to as the ‘lowland wife’. Loch Arkaig was regarded as ‘wild fastness’
compared to her upper class upbringing in the rural environment of Aberdeen shire.
We gain the impression that Jane was a determined character as she was prepared to be disowned by her family when
she eloped with Donald, and she persisted in living within a community which was foreign to her. She had a big impact
on those around her. Indeed, her reputation as the ‘lowland wife’, her handicrafts skills, and her commitment to teaching
the children, all formed such a strong impression that her story was passed down several generations and were
considered significant enough to be included, 16 decades later by her great-grandson, John MacLeod, in his memoirs.
Donald continued with the Achnacarry sawmill for at least two decades. It was a substantial operation which was milling
a large volume of timber and transporting it far afield.
We have no details of their lives in their old age or when they died.
..ooOOoo..
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Donald’s birth
•
•

•

•

•

3
4

Criteria: What parameters should we be setting in our search for an OPR for Donalds’ birth? What places? What
years?
Place of birth:
 Aviemore, where his father was a sawmiller, is at the huge Cairngorms National Park where there would
have been plenty of timber for the sawmill. Our Donald might have been born near Aviemore, and he
might have lived there in his childhood. John MacLeod wrote3 that Donald and his father were of the
Camerons of Upper Strathspey because they were in Aviemore. This implies Donald grew up there,
before eventually settling in Achnacarry.
Year of birth:
 1710 to 1752: Donald would have been between the ages of 17 years and 60 years old when he became
the father of Jean who was born before 1770. Thus Donald must have been born between 1710 and
1752.
 1743 or 1752: We can narrow this down if it is considered that Donald he was probably in his late teens
when he was training in Aberdeen and eloped – ie he might have been born around 1752 (17 years old
if his first daughter was born around 1769) or around 1743 (if Jane was born around 1760).
 Before 1752: He must have been born at least 20 years old, possibly somewhat older, when
he was became (or continued to be) the sawmiller in 1774 (Doak, appendix B).
 1737: However, Doak stated “from Estate and Legal documents that I have seen, we know that he was
born in 1737” (appendix B). This 1737 year is derived from a 1775 court case which recorded his age as
38 years at the time of the hearing. This would have made him either 22 years or 32 years old when
Jane was born. Being in his early 20s or 30s would indicate that he was older than it was thought when
he was training as a mill wright and becoming a father – or could this 38 years be a typo? [Research:
Obtain a copy of NAS bundle – Memorials of Henry Butter, factor NAS, E768/59/Bundle 6 – 1775].
Searching:
 Scotland’s People listed 98 births with the name of Donald Cameron from 1710 to 1755, anywhere in
Scotland (appendix K).
 Years: We have narrowed this down to the most likely – ie born around 1737, 1743 or 1752.
 Places: None were specifically in Aviemore. None were in the parishes of Duthil/Rothiemurchus (for
Aviemore) or Aberdeen or Kilmallie (for Achnacarry). The latter is not surprising because all Kilmallie
records before 1773 are missing.
 Results: There were just two in the adjacent parishes of Alvie and Abernethy/Kincardine with the
relevant year range
 Donald born on 26th June 1748 in Billintrawin?? to parents Patrick Camron and Isobel Bain
(appendix M). This would have him only 12 years old if Jane was born about 1760 =
DISCOUNTED. However, if Jane was born in about 1769, it is possible that he was about 21
years old at the time of her birth = MAYBE
 Donald born on 30th May 1753 in Easter Tulloch?? to parents Martin Cameron and Marjory
Cameron (appendix P) . If Jane was born about 1769, he would have been about 16 years old
– this is too young because, before this, he undertook his training. If Jane was born about
1760, Donald would have been only 7 years old. = DISCOUNTED
 The other possibilities cannot be discounted – he might have been born a greater distance from
Aviemore, and he might have been older when he became a father. To explore these, we would need
to view the images of the OPRs so that we can identify the locality within the parish. We have
downloaded images for just three of these (appendices L, N & Q). It would cost of about $2.80 per
image to get more, however this would not give us confidence to choose one possibility rather than
any of the others.
 Conclusion: It seems that Donald was not born near Aviemore, or maybe his birth record is missing. We
are left not knowing where or when he was born, nor who his parents were.
Cameron interconnections:
 Donald’s father: John MacLeod wrote: "My grandmother's grandfather, Donald Cameron, the miller
at Achnacarry was of these Strathspey Camerons, his father being the miller at Aviemore. This sept of
the Camerons were often spoken of Na Tomaidh from the fact that they buried in Tom eas an tslinnein"4. This implies, but does not specifically state, that Mr Cameron snr, was buried at Tom eas an
t-slinnien which is at Glennevis. However Aviemore is 100kms from Glennevis. We know that Mr

Page 237 in Memoirs - Appendix A - Memoirs of a boyhood in An Gearasdan (Fort William) by John Macleod - in
‘Gaelic Society of Inverness’, vol 57, pub 1993
Page 237 in Memoirs ibid
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Cameron lived most of his life in Aviemore because he was the miller there, but did he move to
Glennevis late in life? Find-A-Grave5 has a Donald Cameron buried at Tom eas an t-slinnein however,
this is not our Donald’s father because the flat stone is inscribed: "To the memory of Donald Cameron
late tenant at Auchintore who departed this life 27th Sep 1810 aged 81 years. Much and justly regretted
and Margaret Cameron his spouse who departed this life 28th Sep 1812 aged 80 years and Mary
Cameron the daughter who departed this life the 22nd Oct 1808 aged 40 years." Auchitore (or
Achintore) is a little west of Glennevis. Without any other evidence, we cannot conclude that our
Donald’s father lived anywhere except Aviemore, nor that his father had the same name, Donald.
Two Christian Camerons: Our family history has two women named Christian Cameron. Jane
Robertson is the link between them. Jane was mother of our Christ'n Cameron who of course married
John Oag McPhee. And also her other daughter, Jane, was the daughter-in-law of the Christian who
married Ewen McMillan. This Christian was buried in Glennevis (Tom eas an t-slinnein).

Donald and Christian: We do not know what relationship there was between Donald Cameron (who
was the father of Christ'n, and the miller at Achnacarry) and the other Christian Cameron who was the
wife of Ewen MacMillan. They were roughly the same age and might have lived about 50 kms from
each other as children.
Septs: In his memoirs, John MacLeod explained6 connections between some groups of Camerons. This
is explored in appendix V.

Donald’s childhood
•

•
•

5
6
7
8
9

Culloden: IF Donald was living in Achnacarry as a young child, and IF he was born in 1737 or 1742 he would have
been born before Culloden and his family would have experienced the trauma of 1746. Or even IF he was born
in 1752, the upheaval of his family in the aftermath would have had an indirect impact on the young child.
However, we have little reason to believe that he was at Achnacarry at that time – he more probably arrived
two decades after Culloden, but even then, the scars of Culloden would have been a factor in the daily lives of
the families now living on that farm.
Training: He learnt the trade of millwright in Aberdeen 7. However he was not listed in the ‘Roll of apprentices
in Burgh of Aberdeen 1751 to 1796’ by Frances J McDonnell.
Achnacarry: Donald Cameron was the saw-miller there in 1774. Doak’s wording “it is unclear where Donald had
been before that”8 implies that Donald might have moved to Achnacarry from elsewhere. On the other hand,
the wording in Macleod’s memoirs9 has it that Donald ‘brought’ his wife to Achnacarrry – rather than that they
‘went’ to Achnacarry. This implies that he was previously living in Achnacarry (and might have been there as a
child), then went to Aberdeen for his training, and subsequently brought Jane back to Achnacarry. We can just
guess at Donald’s previous connections with Achnacarry.

Find-My-Grave, Affiliate Record Identifier: 192697099
Page 237 in Memoirs ibid
Page 236 in Memoirs ibid
Chris Doak – appendix in our D55 in the Small Print directory on the left of the home page of
www.christinaandonaldmclean.com.
Page 236 in Memoirs ibid
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Jane’s birth
•
•
•
•

10

Criteria: What should we be looking for when we are searching for her an OPR of her birth?
Parents: The names of Jane’s parents are not known, unless one of our possible births can be confirmed but
they were probably living in rural Aberdeenshire.
Birth place: Her family were somewhere in rural Aberdeen shire rather than a big town. We conclude this
because her family had to send Jane away to the town of Aberdeen to finish her education 10.
Birth year:
 Age range:
 The memoirs of John MacLeod indicate that:• She eloped while a ‘white seam’ student
• Jane and Donald were ‘young folk’
• She was ‘the young wife’
 We take it that their first child was born soon after their elopement.
 Conclusion: Taking all this together, we can assume that Jane was in her mid-to-late teenage
years or, at the latest, in her early 20s. So, we are looking at an age range of 15 years to 25
years.
 Years range:
 The memoirs state that the elopement was ‘just after the middle of the 18th century’ – ie maybe
late 1750s or in the 1760s.
 Their first child, Jane, was born before 1770, possibly as early as 1760 (see notes on Jane, page
7, below
 Conclusion: If Jane was born about 1760, the range would be 1735 to 1745 with a focus around
1743. Or, if Jane was born about 1769, the range would be 1744 to 1754, focusing around
1752. So, overall, this is a long-winded way of confining our search to between 1735 and 1754,
particularly 1743 and 1752.
 All searches are made difficult by the failure of Scotland’s People to properly index their OPRs. Their
system seems to be designed to extract money (I guess they need this for their business model) but
why, oh why didn’t they take a few extra steps when they were looking at each of the registers to:
 To record the full transcription. The data inputters had to read each one anyway.
 To identify the specific location within the parish – and then index them. We have to go to a
lot of trouble to decipher and find a location but this could be easily worked out by one of the
transcribers for the Scotland’s People who is examining many pages of a particular register –
a pattern of repeated locations would become obvious. Once they found something once, it
is easy to recognize it next time, whereas this is difficult for someone looking at a specific
record one at a time. It can then be indexed. To give an example of how crazy this omission
is, we want to know all the births in Achnacarry (other researchers commonly want a list of all
the births in a specific locality) but to find this, we would have to go through every page of all
the registers of the Kilmallie parish (after paying $2.80 for each page) – ie to purchase the
entirety of all the registers - a totally unrealistic project.
 To use true dates so they can be sorted chronologically when exported to an Excel
spreadsheet.
 Spreadsheets can be created to analyze this, but it takes time whereas it would not be
necessary if everything was indexed properly in the first place
 To create a master index by combining all the registers - the Catholic with the Church of
Scotland etc. Why are we left to do separate searches when they could be easily indexed
together.
 Eventually someone will do all this – but it is frustrating dealing with an inadequate system in
the meantime.
 False path: In our searches so far, we have focused around 1751 (see appendix D) but this might be
about 8 years too late. Let’s look quickly at a few earlier possibilities.
 1740 in the town of Aberdeen (appendix C):
 We have not yet viewed this OPR, but Scotland’s People indexing has the following.
 6th June 1740 in Aberdeen
 Parents: Alexander Robertson and Jane Dierie
 Jane would have been about 20 years old when she gave birth to Jane – if Jane was born in
1760. = MAYBE

Page 236 in Memoirs ibid
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 But Jane would be about 30 years old if her daughter was born a little before 1770. This is
older than we believe = DISCOUNTED
1742 in the town of Aberdeen (appendix C):
 We have not yet viewed this OPR but Scotland’s People indexing has the following.
 4th July 1742 in Aberdeen
 Parents: Robert Robertson & Isobell Glass
 Jane would have been about 18 years old when she gave birth to Jane – if Jane was born in
1760 = MAYBE
 However, if Jane was born nearer 1770, and Jane about 28 years old, this is less likely =
DISCOUNTED
1742 in Catholic parish in Braemer (appendix J):
 OPR: “209 – Jane Duncan lawful daughter to Alexander Duncan alias Robertson catholic and
Mary Grant protestant?? in the beallar?? – godfather John Roy, McDonald in Castletown
godmother Isbelle Grant in Achndryne at Achmdryn?? (Auchindryn, Achalidir) – 9th July 1742”
 This would have made Jane 18 years old when she gave birth to Jane – if Jane was born in 1760
= MAYBE
Conclusion:
 There are so many other possibilities.
 Or maybe her birth record is missing.

Jane’s childhood
•
•
•

Family background: All we know is that she was from an ‘upper-class’ family and living in Aberdeenshire11. This
implies that she probably had a relatively comfortable childhood.
Her family might have been in one of the smaller rural towns within the shire because they had to send her to a
large centre (Aberdeen) to further her education.
Education:
 Initially: As a young girl in an upper class household, she might have had some access to lessons at
home or a nearby school, but we have no information about what was available in that area inn those
times.
 Later: “Likely, she had a course in Aberdeen of what used to be called ‘The White Seam’” 12. This was
probably practical household skills, focusing on plain sewing. In the early eighteenth century, girls were
taught “practical housewifery subjects such as working stockings, lace-making, ‘white and coloured
seam’ (needlework), washing and dressing (ironing) linens, preparing meat and household cleaning, as
well as ….. reading the essential sacred texts”13. For Jane, this might have been something like a
‘finishing school’ and so she might have been in her mid-teens. [Research: Find out about this kind of
education in Aberdeen in the 1760s. – perhaps Ian J Simpson’s ‘Education in Aberdeenshire before
1872’, 1947]

Elopement
•

•

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Jane met when they were both in Aberdeen for their training. John MacLeod’s memoirs state that “She came
to know her future husband who was then in that city ….. The young folk took to one another and they made a
runaway match”14. MacLeod stated that she was ‘disowned’15, and thus we surmise that her family back in rural
Aberdeen shire had actively disapproved of the relationship and the family ceased contact with her.
When & where:
 The memoirs state that “It was shortly after the middle of the 18th century that Donald Cameron the
Miller at Achnacarry …. brought to Lochaber his young wife Jane [Jane] Robertson”16 (Memoirs p236).
 They might have been in their mid-to-late teens because they met while they were training, and Jane
was described as a ‘young wife’17.
 We have not yet confirmed that Donald was living in Achnacarry before 1774 – Doak asserted that ”he
is only recorded there from 1774 and, so it is unclear where Donald had been before that date” 18.

Page 236 in Memoirs ibid
Page 236 in Memoirs ibid
Page 82 in ‘The Edinburgh History of Education in Scotland’ by Robert Anderson
Page 236 in Memoirs ibid
Page 236 in Memoirs ibid
Page 236 in Memoirs ibid
Page 236 in Memoirs ibid
Chris Doak in D55 ibid
D57 - Donald Cameron & Jane Robertson - for website - page
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•

However, we can have some confidence that the young couple came straight from Aberdeen to
Achnacarry because there are no indications that they were in some interim location.
 Conclusion: We assume that they were settling into Achnacarry in the 1760s - at the time of the birth
of their first child.
Wedding: Their elopement implies that they were not initially married, and it appears that they were never
formally married subsequently, although MacLeod refers to their Donald as the ‘husband’ and Jane as the young
‘wife’. OPRs:
 Criteria: There are no marriages for them (under various spellings) anywhere in Scotland between
1750 and 1770 – in the registers of the Church of Scotland and Catholic Churches (ref?).
 Achnacarry: MacLeod stated that Donald, who was the miller at Achnacarry, brought Jane to Lochaber
which is in the parish of Kilmallie. Unfortunately, all the Kilmallie records are missing for this period.
 Aberdeen: It is possible that they registered their marriage in Aberdeen before moving to Achnacarry,
but no records have been found.
 Other: There was a marriage of Donald Cameron and Janet Rotson in Blair Athol in 1748 (Appendix
U) but this is too early and too far from Achnacarry or Aberdeen to be a possibility, and her name is
not quite right = DISCOUNTED.

Children
•

19
20
21
22

Jean Cameron: Jean was sometimes referred to as Jane, but we are calling her Jean in these notes, to distinguish her
from her mother.
 John MacLeod stated that Jane “taught my great-grandmother to spin and weave linen”19 and refers to
this great-grandmother as “this daughter”20 – ie although John did not state the name of his greatgrandmother, we believe she must have been Jane’s daughter, Jean. We have concluded this on the
basis of OPRs xxxxx (Appendix xxx)
 Jean was probably the first child born in the relationship and was born before 1770. This can be
surmised by the facts that: Jean was married five months after the wedding of her sister, Christ’n. Christ’n’s wedding was
in March 178621 and Jeane’s was in August 1786 (Appendix R).
 In our D55, we have concluded that Christ’n was born about 1771 – ie that Christ’n was about
15 years old at the time of her marriage.
 We take it that the sisters were born at least 12 months apart (ie we take it that they were not
twins), thus Jane must have been either about 14 years, or more than 16 years old, at the time
of her wedding. It is less likely that she was just 14 years, so she was born before Christ’n and
probably born at least 16 years before 1786 – that is, before 1770, perhaps 1769. On the
assumption of 1769, we had been searching for the birth of her mother, Jane Robertson, as
before 1752, on the assumption that her mother was no younger than 17 years old when she
gave birth. But this might be a false path (see Appendix D) in view of the following.
 HOWEVER Jeff Macleod, a grandson of John
MacLeod has provided (email in Sept 2020) a
family tree with Jane’s birth year as 1760.
 Evidence:
▪ Tree: Jeff’s family tree22, named her as
Jane or Isabel, with a birth year of 176.
This is soft evidence – it requires
corroboration. We have asked Jeff and
his cousin Alan, if they can provide some
details about the basis for including this
date.
▪ Memoirs: There is some indirect support
for 1760 in that John MacLeod’s memoirs state that “It was shortly after the middle of
the 18th century that Donald Cameron …. brought to Lochaber his young wife Jane

Page 236 in Memoirs ibid
Page 237 in Memoirs ibid
Appendix in our D55 in the Small Print directory on the left of the home page of www.christinaandonaldmclean.com
Email from Jeff MacLeod in September 2020, held by Don Gordon
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•

•

Robertson”23. Shortly after the middle of the 1700s would be the late 1750s or early
1760s. And we assume that Jean was born soon after her parents got together.
▪ Child-bearing years: If Jean was born around 1760, her mother could not have been
born around 1751 – ie her mother could not have been just 9 years old. A mother’s
birth around 1743 would mean that she was about 17 years old if she gave birth around
1760.
▪ OPRs: Unfortunately, the birth records are missing in the years before 1773. Doak
stated that “All the pre-1770s Parish Records for Kilmallie were destroyed in a storm in
1770, which brought down the roof of the Parish Church” (Appendix B).
▪ Marriage: There is a record of her wedding in 1886. This record does not include her
age but, if she was born in 1760, she would have been 26 years old at the time of her
marriage – or 17 years, if she had been born about 1769. This notion favours a 1769
birth rather than 1760.
▪ Death: We have not found a record of Jane’s death (maybe 1827) which might have
indicated her age when she died.
▪ Census: The earliest census was in 1841. Jean would be listed in the census if she was
still living and was somewhere in the parish of Kilmallie (but probably not the Callich
farm because they might have been evicted four decades previously). This would show
her age (and hence the year of her birth) and it will also list the people who were living
in this household at the time. In that year, she would have been at least 70 years old.
Unfortunately there is no listing of a Jean (or Jane) Cameron (or McMillan) between 65
and 85 years old anywhere in Kilmallie in the 1841 census.
 Conclusion: Jean was probably born in Achnacarry about 1769 but it might have been as early
as 1760.
 Spouse: Jean married Donald MacMillan on 14th August 1786 (appendix R). Donald was born in 1765
and died in 1845. His mother was Christian Cameron (1746-1842) and father was Ewen (Hugh)
MacMillan who lived to be 101 years old. Jean and Donald were married at Callich, and this is probably
where they settled into married life. Callich is 16 kms east of Achnacarry
 Children:
 Mary: Jean and Donald McMillan were parents of Mary who married John MacMaster. We
have found Mary’s death record (appendix S) which confirms that she was the daughter of
Jean and Donald. This record has her 78 years old at the time of her death in 1872 which
indicates a birth about 1794. On the other hand, we found an OPR (appendix T) for a Mary
born in 1789 in Kilmallie (the specific locality is not stated) to father Donald McMillan and
mother’s surname was Cameron, but the mother’s first name was not recorded. Maybe this
1789 birth is not our Mary, or maybe the informant for the death record was mistaken. =
MAYBE
 Others: If Mary was born in 1794, this would have been about 8 years after Jane and Donald
were married, so they probably had other children before Mary. Or, if she was born in 1789,
there might have had one older sibling.
Christ’n Cameron
 See our D55 for details about Christ’n. She was born about 1771, married John McPhee in 1786, and
they lived in Crieff which is a farm 4 kms from Achnacarry. Christ’n and John were the parents of
Christina McPhee in 1787. Christina married Donald McLean around 1810 and they had 12 children in
Blaich and Duisky on the south side of Loch Eil. The family migrated to South Australia in 1837. They
were the central figures for our family history website www.christinaanddonaldmclean.com.
 We are not certain that Christ’n’s father was Donald Cameron and even if he was, we only have John
Macleod’s memoirs to indicate that Donald’s wife (Christ’n’s mother) was Jane Robertson
Brother
 There was an unnamed brother of Jean and Christ’n. As per the family tree provided by Jeff MacLeod
(page 7, above). The generations given by Jeff were:1. This unnamed brother
2. Mr Cameron – no first name given
3. Alastair Cameron
4. Mary Cameron (Mrs Kennedy)
5. Ann Kennedy (Mrs Bosanquet
6. Dr Eric Bosanquet (MD Edinburgh) – practiced Sydney past 1945 war. Attempts to contact Eric
have been unsuccessful so far.

23 Page 236 in Memoirs ibid
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7. Bosanquet children - Paul, Arthur, Edward (killed on road Easter 1967), Lyn (born 1957)
Other children?
 It would be useful to know of any other children because this would paint the picture of the family and
helps corroborate what we already believe.
 There were probably other children born in the 11 years between 1760 (Jean) and around 1771
(Christ’n).
 Unfortunately, no OPRs have been found for any other offspring. It is not surprising that we could not
find OPRs for Jean and Christ’n because all Kilmallie OPRs before 1773 are missing - but neither have
we found anything for their younger siblings who would have been born after that year.

Early years of marriage
•

Context:
 For background information, have a look at ‘E27 – Places -Achnacarry & Crieff in the eastern end of
Loch Arkaig in the 1700s’. Those research notes give an idea of the general situation when Donald and
Jane began their life together at Achnacarry in the 1760s. Descriptions of localities, clan chiefs, social
structures, buildings and farming. Who was living there, what activities, and clan life. How did it change
during their years there? It outlines the conflict between the Scottish highlanders and the English which
resulted in dramatic changes in traditional life, governance and agriculture.
 These matters appears in both that E27 (with broad descriptions of the general area) and this D57 (with
information about Achnacarry). There are overlaps, with varying levels of detail, so both documents
should be viewed together.
 Farming
 Populations/people
 Culloden
 Chiefs
 Sawmill
 Castle
 Selling farms, enclosures & evictions
 Clan life
 Housing

Achnacarry
•

•

•

•
•
•

This is the main place in this biography.
Donald and Jane lived at Achnacarry from
the 1760s to at least 1802. It is not known
whether they remained there in the first
decades of the 1800.
Location: Achnacarry is on the south side
of the river which flows from Loch Arkaig.
It is 11 kms northwest of the village of
Spean Bridge and about 20 kms north of
the Fort William. It in the shadow of Beinn
Bhan, which rises to the south, on the
isthmus between Loch Lochy and Loch
Arkaig, where Arkaig's waters run out into
the south end of Lochy24. It is 5 kms from
the Crieff farm – which is over the river and
a little westwards along the northern
shores of Loch Arkaig.
Map: For viewing the details, the following
link is well worth taking a look because it allows zooming into astonishing details
https://historicscotland.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Viewer/index.htm
Size: The farm was 1355 acres
Estate: The farm was part of the Lochiel Estate which covers most of the Lochaber district as well some adjacent
areas. The 38 farms were 107,500 acres or 43,500 hectares 25.
Buildings: see below.

24 Clan Resource Centre in www.clan-cameron.org
25 Page 46 in Glengarry ibid
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Name: Achnacarry was also known as Achadh na Coraidh – ‘Field of the Weir/Fish-Trap’.
Value: Achnacarry was valued at 1 merk in 1748 – compared to 11/2 merks for Crieff in 1755 (Glengarry p95).
Donald and Jane: They lived at Achnacarry from the 1760s to at least 1802. It is not known whether they
remained there in the first decades of the 1800.

Hierarchy
•

•

•

•
•

Chiefs: Outlines of the various Cameron Chiefs ‘Lochiel’ since the 1600s can be seen in E27 and detailed
descriptions can be found as item L007 in th Library directory on the left of the homepage of
www.christinaanddonaldmclean.com.
Castle: Achnacarry was the traditional ‘seat’ of the Cameron clan, with the chief’s castle there. However, the
castle was destroyed after Culloden, the succession of chiefs were living in exile and apparently were not taking
any part in managment of the farms or the lives of their clan families. This was the situation for several decades
before Donald and Jane settled in Achnacarry.
Factors: The British placed ‘factors’ to be in charge of all the Locheil farms. For the greater part of each year, the
factor had to live on the estates he was responsible for. For a while, Mungo Campbell lived at Achnacarry
because it was the “most centrical for the discharging the duty of factor over the whole” (Munro p10). This
would have been around 1757 that was a decade before Donald and Jane came to Achnacarry and when they
were there, they might have been behoven to Henry Butter, who was the factor for much of the time they were
living there.
Wadsetters, tenants, wadsetters, church
etc

Buildings
•

•

•
•

•

26
27
28
29

1770s, 1780s & 1790s: Apart from the ruins of the old castle and the new mill, what sort of buildings were there
when Donald and Jane were living there? Were the houses and farm structures which John Cameron built in 1747
still standing? Was anything else constructed more recently? Maybe there was no more than a handful of
cottages.
Houses: After many structures were destroyed after Culloden, the next year, 1747, Mr Cameron of Fessifern
entered into possession of Achnacarry and built five new houses 26. This Mr Cameron was probably, John, the
brother of ‘The Gentle Lochiel’. Other cottages might have been built in subsequent decades, but by 1772 there
were still no stone-houses at Achnacarry. We know this because Achnacarry was not listed among 11 of the 37
Lochiel farms that had a stone house27. [Research: Check out SRO E768/36/4.]
Farm buildings: In 1747, John Cameron built barns and byres (cattle-houses)28.
Cameron museum: The museum is about 400 metres from the new
Achnacarry castle. This building was probably built in the 1700s and it was
partially burned by Cumberland’s soldiers in 1746. It could have been the most
substantial structure at Achnacarry when our Donald was the sawmiller on the
farm, and is the only structure which still now exists from Donald’s and Jane’s
time. In the early 1800s, the 22nd Locheil (Cameron Chief Donald), and his family stayed there while the new castle
was being built. Subsequently it became the residence of the head gardener, whose wife ran a sub post office
attached to the end of the building. It fell into disrepair and was then rejuvenated as the Cameron Museum in
1987.
Original castle (Achnacarry Castle):
 Previous: Achnacarry castle dates from the mid 1600s but earlier chiefs had other residences as follows.
 Island in Loch Eil: “Hitherto the Captains of the Clan had had their main residence on Eilean nan
Craobh, one of the small islets in Locheil, just off the shore from Corpach”29.
 Torcastle: Ewen, who became the 13th chief after 1480, “built himself a strong house at Torcastle,
not on the actual land granted but very close to it, probably on a site where there had been a
dwelling or castle for hundreds of years, possibly since the days of Banquo, Thane of Lochaber”
 Eilean nan Craobh was 1 km north west of Fort William. Torcastle is 5 kms north east of Fort
William, and Achnacarry is 19 kms north of Fort William.

Page 222 in MacMillan ibid
Pages 52 & 225 in Glengarry ibid
Page 222 in MacMillan ibid
Page 1 in 5-Celtic ibid
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1655: The original Achnacarry castle was built in 1655 – by Sir Ewen, the 17th Cameron chief. “The tradition
is that he found his home at Torcastle uncomfortably near the garrison at Inverlochy, so he decided that a
residence in a remoter part of his country would be more secure” 30
 1723: Materials: “Buchanan of Auchmar, writing in 1723, describes the house thus, "Lochiel's principal
residence is in Achnacarry in Lochaber, where he hath a large house, all built of Fir-planks, the handsomest
of that kind in Britain””31. It was a wooden, with a stone gable32.
 1746: “The emissaries of Prince Charles Edwards hatched the plans for the rebellion in the orchard and
summer house”33 in the grounds of the castle.
 1746: After Culloden, the castle was burnt down by 320 men of Bligh's Regiment, under the command of
Lt. Colonel Edward Cornwallis and a ‘body’ of Munros, under the command of Munro of Culcairn, on May
28, 174634.
 1746: After the castle was burnt, the prince hid in a cave in the hills to the north of Achnacarry35.
 After the fire, only the original stone gable remained36
 The farm was forfeited in 1746. The Camerons eventually recovered the property in 1784.
 1802: The original castle had been in ruins for 56 years before construction on a new castle was begun.
New Achnacarry Castle or Achnacarry House:
 1802: The trustees and Donald, the 22nd chief, commenced construction.
 This was five decades after the original castel was destroyed in the
aftermath of Culloden. And it took another three decades for the new
structure was completed.
 The new castle is 150 metres east of the ruins of the original castle37.
 The architect was James Gillespie.
 It is not known why this was initiated after the original castle had been in ruins for so long, and the current
chief (22nd Donald) did not seem to have any intention of living there because he was away in France.
 It was partially financed when, in 1804, the trustees, with the support of chief Donald, sold all the Lochiel
farms, except Achnacarry.
 The ScotClans website has “Families were evicted and their lands auctioned off to raise money for the
complete rebuilding of Achnacarry Castle. In 1803, as the evictions began, Allan Cameron wrote: ‘Lochiel’s
lands are in the papers to be let [sold] at Whitsuntide first, nothing but spurring and hauling, and I am
afraid, the tenantry have no choice … the grand castle at Achnacarry is going on with great speed”
(MacMillan p181).
 It was finally completed in 1832, by the 23rd chief.
 It is now available for self-catering holidays.
 Photos: Ground level from www.clan-camernon.org. Aerial photo from
Google.com.
Chief’s presence
 The chief’s rarely resided in their castle. See E27 for details of when they were actually there.
Burial grounds:
 “At the lower end of Loch Arkaig is a small wooded island that for ages, was the buring place of the family
of Lochiel.” 38
 Also on an island near Achnacarry.
Donald and Jane: They might have lived in one of the houses that John Cameron had arranged. With the old
castle in ruins, the only substantial building, apart from the sawmill, would have been what is now the museum,
but it is not clear how it was being used when Donald and Jane were there. They would have seen the beginnings
of construction of the new castle but it is not known whether they remained at Achnacarry to see the later stages
of the continuation of its erection in the first few decades of the 1800s.

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Page 1 in 5-Celtic ibid
Page 1 in 5-Celtic ibid
Page 2 in 5-Celtic ibid
Page 297 in ‘Guide to the Highlands and Islands of Scotland’ by George Anderson & Peter Anderson, 1834, and
Clan Research Centre in www.clan-cameron.org
Page 297 in ‘Guide to the Highlands and Islands of Scotland’ by George Anderson & Peter Anderson, 1834
Page 2 in 5-Celtic ibid)
Page 9 in Final Report of the Archaeological Evaluation of the Achnacarry Commando Camp by the Ross & Cromarty
Archaeological Services in 2014
38 Page 298 in ‘Guide to the Highlands and Islands of Scotland’ by George Anderson & Peter Anderson, 1834
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When


They lived at Achnacarry from the 1760s to at least 1802. It is not known whether they remained
there in the first decades of the 1800.
Housing: Where did they live?
 Donald and Jane might have lived in one of the houses that John Cameron had arranged.
 With the old castle in ruins, the only substantial building, apart from the sawmill, would have been
what is now the museum, but it is not clear how it was being used when Donald and Jane were there.
They would have seen the beginnings of construction of the new castle but it is not known whether
they remained at Achnacarry to see the later stages of the continuation of its erection in the first few
decades of the 1800s.
 The existence of a mill indicates that there would have also been some kinds of accommodation for
the families of workers in the mill and forests. There must have been some cottages.
 By 1772, there were still no stone-houses at Achnacarry. We know this because Achnacarry were not
listed among 11 of the 37 Lochiel farms that had a stone house (Glengarry p52 & p225).
Culloden aftermath in 1746
 Because they were living next to the castle, the residence of the Gentle Locheil, no doubt those living
at the Achnacarry would have been very much involved in the Jacobite rising before Culloden.
 The people in Achnacarry would have been terrified by the raiding troups. They hid where-ever they
could and were overwhelmed by the devastation around them.
 Cumberland’s troups burned down the old wooden Achnacarry castle and destroyed other structures,
including the sawmill.
 After Culloden “it was arranged that they should muster at Achnacarry with as many men as they
could gather on the 15th May. The day for the muster was delayed a week, but when the day came
only 200 Camerons, a few Macleans, and 120 MacDonalds showed up. Thus the last hope of resistance
faded. The next day a strong detachment of the enemy approached, and on the 28th May, Lochiel's
beautiful house was burned to the ground. After witnessing the destruction of his home and country,
Lochiel and his party made their way to Sunart” (5-Celtic p12).
 In 1747, Mr Cameron of Fessifern entered into possession of Achnacarry and built five new houses,
barns and byres (cattle-houses) (MacMillan p222). This Mr Cameron was probably Lochiel’s brother,
John. This is confirmed by Maryanne McLean who stated that in 1746-7, “John Cameron of Fessfern, a
wadsetter, rented Kilmallie and Achnacarry for 10 pounds” (Glengarry p44)
 Donald and Jane settled at Achnacarry two decades after Culloden.
Authority
 They might have been behoven to Henry Butter, the factor, for much of the time they were living there.

People
 Little Mary (daughter of Ann and Dugold Cameron) might have been a playmate with Jane and Christ’n.
 Migrations: Donald and Jane would have bid farewell to Duncan Cameron and John Cameron and his
wife when they departed for Canada in 1802.
Jane’s experiences:
 By eloping to the “fastnesses of wild Lochaber”, Jane lost the comforts and support of her upper-class
family who were in the lowlands of rural Aberdeenshire.
 Jane was seen as an outsider within the small highland community. She was known by the name A’
Bhean Ghallda or ‘the Lowland wife’.
 Her first language was English and she always retained a lowlander accent. “She came to Lochaber with
no Gaelic but learned the language yet so to speak it always as an acquired one” 39.
 Jane was competent in handicrafts which she might have learnt from her own home and certainly learnt
during her ‘white seam’ training in Aberdeen. “She grew the flax, scutched [beat it], spun it, and then
wove it. Home industries counted for something in days. People depended on their own initiative and
enterprise”40. Jane “was able to spin and weave linen and my sister [John Macleod’s sister Marianne or
Kate] still has a table-cloth which this daughter [Jane] made”41. [Research: Check with Jeff MacLeod,
that this table cloth is still in safe keeping – and a photo for the website.] As well as the flax she grew,
Jane would have made good use of the other limited resources on the isolated farm – certainly the wool

39 Page 236 in Memoirs ibid
40 Page 237 in Memoirs ibid
41 Page 236 in Memoirs ibid
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from the sheep. What else was available? Maybe hides from the livestock because it is known that
bark was stripped from the local trees for tanning.
 She took an active part in teaching her own children (including Jane and Christ’n). She helped them
learn English at a time when it was “uncommon”. And she shared the lowland handicraft skills that she
had acquired from her own home and from what she had learnt at the finishing school in Aberdeen.
 She managed to deal with contrasting paradigms – lowland/highland, English/Gaelic, upper-class/basic
farm life, and perhaps Catholic/Protestant.
 Jane had a big impact on those around her. Indeed, her reputation as “the Lowland wife” and her
handicrafts skills and her commitment to teaching the children, all formed such a strong impression
that her story was passed down several generations and were considered significant enough to be
included, 16 decades later, by her great great grandson, John MacLeod, in his memoirs.
 Character: These snippets about eloping, adapting to such an unfamiliar environment, teaching her
children, and making handicrafts, all show that Jane was an exceptional woman with considerable skills
and determination.
Donald’s experiences:
 Events: See page 14 for activities at the saw mill in 1774, 1775, 1776, 1777, 1779, 1785, 1791 & 1795.
 Character: Compared to Jane, less is known about what kind of person Donald was. He was identified
with the status of the sawmiller of Achnacarry over many decades. He must have been competent in
what he did as he was very productive - he was the central figure in the felling, milling and transporting
of substantial volumes of timber – per advertisement in 1795.
 Although there were others working there at the saw mill. Donald was the one most directly personally
active doing the sawing at the mill as part of a complex business network and he was also involved in
the marketing and transportation.
 As the sawmiller, there would have been some aspects of farm operations that Donald was not directly
involved in. None-the-less, in such a small farming community, there is no doubt that he and Jane
would have been involved in many ways.
 There was probably some significance, perhaps status, as the sawmiller in such a small farming
community.
 By 1791, Donald was renting the whole farm - ie it appears that he had a broader role and status ,
beyond the sawmill.

Farming
•

•

•

In 1762 Achnacarrry (with Killross, Strone & Corpach) had 120 great black cattle, 33 two-year old cows, 33
yearling cows (stirks), 12 horses, 8 mares, 120 sheep and 160 goats. There were crops of oats 26 bolls sown
which produced 42 bolls of meal. (A boll = 6 bushels)
By 1772 there were 19 arable acres, 119 acres of grass, 134 acres pasture (soum), 4111 acres of hilly terrain,
454 acres wood, and no sheilings. There were 24 bolls of oats sown which yielded 36 bolls of meal. These
numbers are below the averages for all the Lochiel farms. So Achnacarry was not one of the larger farms
around Loch Arkaig but it was certainly an active farm, requiring several families to operate it and draw their
sustenance from it.
These tables are details extracted from tables in Maryanne McLean’s ‘People of Glengarry’ 42

42 Pages 48 & 49 in Glengarry ibid
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In 1772, there were 10 acres of grass, 350 acres wood and 985 acres of hill terrain – a total of 1355 acres. There
was no arable land or sheilings. In addition, Strone was listed with Achnacarry – perhaps because the two
properties were being worked together - there were 19 arable acres, 109 acres of grass, 114 wood, 120 acres
pasture (soum), and 3126 acres of hills. Also, around this time, a small garden enclosure was made near the
Achnacarry farmhouse – one of the few farms where this was done43. We totaled all this to be 4930 acres
(combining Achnacarry with Strone) compared to an average of 3030 acres of the all the Lochiel farms - but of
course there was a great range of sizes between the various farms.
Grazing: The 486 stock (detailed below) would have mainly fed on the grass (10 acres in Achnacarry and 109
acres in Achnacarry/Strone) and soam (120 acres in Achnacarry/Strone). In the summer the stock grazed in hilly
terrain (985 acres in Achnacarry and 3126 acres in Achnacarry/Strone). Although the 985 acres of hills in
Achnacarry was less extensive than the farms on the northern side of Loch Arkaig, none-the-less the undulating
areas at Achnacarry would have probably been significant for grazing stock which occasionally foraged the scant
shrubbery. People rarely visited the hills except for shepherds following the stock. There were no sheillings or
any other structures to enable extended periods up there.
Horses: In 1762, Achnacarrry (with Strone & Kiliross) had 20 horses - 12 stallions & 8 mares. Marianne McLean
listed the Strone and Kiliross stock with Achnacarry – maybe because the three properties were somehow being
run in conjunction with each other. Some of the 20 horses on three farms would have been for visiting
neighbouring settlements, transporting farm produce, pulling a pough and for other agricultural tasks.
Cattle: In 1762, Achnacarrry (with Strone & Kiliross) had 120 great black cattle, 33 two-year old cows & 33
yearling cows or stirks. Of these 186 cattle on the three farms there might have been one or two milkers with
each household and some cattle would have been killed (perhaps salted) for people on the farm. Some were
occasionally sold at market.
Sheep & goats: Jane would have used the wool for her handicrafts. Lamb, mutton, chevon and capretto would
have been a welcome addition to the diet. In 1762, on Achnacarry (with Strone & Kiliross) there were 180 goats
that would have been milked and killed for meat. There were only 120 sheep on the three properties as this
was many decades before the transformation from cattle to sheep.
Oats: In 1762, Achnacarrry (with Strone & Kiliross) there were 26 bolls of oats sown which produced 52 bolls of
meal44. A boll is 6 imperial bushels. A decade later, in 1772, when Corpach was listed with Achnacarry, there

43 Page 52 in Glengarry ibid
44 Page 49 in Glengarry ibid
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were 24 bolls of oats sown which yielded 36 bolls of meal (Glengarry p48). The 19 acres of arrable land in
Achnacarry/Strone would have been either turned by hand with spades or by horse drawn plough. [Research:
What methods were used?] This was hard work with low productivity – only half as much grain was produced
as sown in 1762, but even less efficiently in 1772 with just a third. Half or two-thirds had to be kept aside for
the next crop. The oats was a staple for the families, but did not last the whole year. “Most families still
purchased meal for six months or occasionally nine months of the year” 45.
Flax: Although it was not listed by Marianne McLean, some flax might have also been grown by Jane, to be used
for her handicrafts46.
Garden: In the early 1770s, a small garden enclosure near the farmhouse was made in Achnacarry – one of the
few farms where this was done (Glengarry p52 appendix E).
The garden enclosure near the farmhouse might have been a joint effort by several families whereas each
household family probably also had their own small vege plot and maybe some fruit trees.
Loch & river: Achnacarry was on the river and not far from the loch. Achnacarry was known as Achadh na
Coraidh – ‘Field of the Weir/Fish-Trap’ as it was commonplace in this location to keep fish well stocked in Loch
Arkaig.
Deer: There are many red deer at Achnacarry - perhaps the most numerous in Scotland47.
Timber: As our Donald was the sawmiller, this aspect of activity of the farm is of particular interest so this is
considered under the next heading.
Donald and Jane: As the sawmiller, there would have been some aspects of farm operations, that Donald was
not directly involved in. None-the-less, in such a small farming community, there is no doubt that he and Jane
would have been involved with farm activities in many ways.

Sawmill
•

•

•

•

•

Donald’s role: The advertisement in 1795, indicates that Donald was the one most directly personally active
doing the sawing at the mill as part of a complex business network in collaboration, and he was also involved in
the marketing and transportation with a Donald McMillan (ground officer), Ewan Cameron (of Fessfern) and
Hugh Warrender (of Edinburgh). At this time, our Donald might have been in his mid 40s and was probably fit
and able to continue the demanding work – the physicality of sawing the timber, and organising the transporting
and selling.
There was an earlier mill at Achnacarry which was destroyed by Cumberland’s troops in 1746, but one was
eventually rebuilt in 1759 (Glengarry). [Research: Find the quote] However, Doak has it as being constructed
in 1767. “The mill was only constructed in 1767” (Doak - appendix B)
In the mid 1760s “an Inverlochy merchant, estimated the value of the timber …. manufactured at the estate
mill at Achnacarry to be between 200 and 300 pounds yearly” (Glengarry p56) This was mainly fir trees at that
time, but later (1795) Donald Cameron was also selling large quantities of oak and birch. In a 1772 listing,
there was 454 acres of wood on the Achnacarry farm and there were other forests on farms around that end
of the Loch Arkaig. There were 4600 acres under timber throughout the huge Lochiel estate, but in practice,
most of this would have been too far away from the Achnacarry mill.
Forests: There were extensive stands of timber across all the Lochiel farms 48. There were more than 4000
acres but much of this was too far away for it to be brought to the Achnacarry mill. In 1772, there were 350
acres of woods in Achnacarry. And a much smaller acreage, 114, at Strone. Maybe timber was felled and
transported from nearby farms such as Achnasaul 137 acres, Clunes 490 acres & Kiliross 69 acres – but none
listed for Crieff.
Utilization: Highland forests had been exploited ruthlessly without thought of the future, but eighteenthcentury ideas of improvement foresaw a more orderly use of this resource. In most districts, centuries of
careless use of proprietors and tenants alike had stripped the hillsides and valleys of their original covering of
pine, oak, birch, and hazel. Whole forests were frequently sold to timbermen for cutting and the bark was
often stripped from trees for sale to tanners and the trees left to die. …. The factor responded to these habits
with the appointment of three woodkeepers for the estate in 1754, one at the head of Loch Eil, and one on

45 Page 50 in Glengarry ibid
46 Page 236 in Memoirs p236)
47 Page 298 in ‘Guide to the Highlands and Islands of Scotland’ by George Anderson & Peter Anderson, 1834, and
48
Page 49 in Glengarry ibid
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49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

either side of Loch Arkaig”49. The factor, Butter, set rules about the timber so that “the tenants enjoyed
limited use of woodlands and the landlord obtained a steady supply of timber for estate use and for sale” 50.
Value: The timber industry was considerable. A few years after 1760, “John Godsman, an Inverlochy
merchant, estimated the value of the timber taken from the same wood [fir woods of Locharkaigside] and
manufactured at the estate mill at Achnacarry to be between 200 pounds and 300 pounds yearly.”51
Types: The timber was fir trees in the 1760s, but in the 1790s it was also oak and birch.
Mill:
 Water powered: The saw mill was next to River Arkaig.
 Original mill: There was an earlier mill at Achnacarry which was destroyed by Cumberland’s troops in
1746. [Research: Check out SRO E778/32/2 an SRO E741/38/2.]
 Replacement: The mill used by Donald might have been built in 1759 52. However, Doak has it as being
constructed in 1767 (Appendix B).
 Canal in 1767: A canal for floating firr logs from River Arkaig to the saw
mill was made Robert Melvill, mason of Fort William53.
 Bulwark: in 1776: Donald constructed a flood water buwark to prevent
the mill being carried off in flood waters54.
 Repairs in 1777: Donald was paid for unspecified repairs55 .
 Flood damage in 1779: Donald repaired flood-damaged Mill - two years
after constructing a flood water bulwark56.
 Rethatching in 1785: Donald rethatched the roof of the mill57.
 Current: Canmore referred to an ‘old saw mill’ at Achnacarry (photo on right) - a ‘timber workshop’
standing in 2015, located at NN 17516 8808158. This building might not be the same building which
Donald Cameron was using more than two centuries previously, in the late 1700s.
 Other mills: There are no indications that there were other sawmills in other farms. It seems that
Achnacarry was the only mill, serving a large area.
Miller:
 John Campbell in 1772: John was the mill wright and saw miller 59 - before our Donald
 Donald Cameron in 1774: He was the saw miller in 1774 60. Does this indicate that he commenced in
this role in that year, or did he move to Achnacarry before then? If he moved to Achnacarry in that
year, this would have implications for the years he was training in Aberdeen, when he eloped, and when
his first daughter was born. On the other hand, he might have been in Achnacarry before 1774 (and
before his training in Aberdeen) and might have just been assisting John Campbell in the saw mill, rather
than being in charge.
 Allan Cumming in 1775: Allan was recorded as miller of Achnacarry in a court case 61. The wording of
the court record makes it clear that Allan and Donald were both saw millers at Achnacarry at the same
time. Maybe Donald was the senior worker.

Pages 55 & 56 in Glengarry ibid
Pages 56 in Glengarry ibid
Page 56 in Glengarry ibid
Page 18 in Glengarry ibid
Appendix B - NAS, Memorials of fact Henry Butters; E768/55/Bundle 9 (1767) - Receipt for £40 from Robert Melvill,
Mason of Fort William, for making a canal for floating firr logs from River Arkaig to Saw Mill at Achnacarry.
Appendix B - NAS, Memorials of factor Henry Butters - E768/79/Bundle 9 - 1776. Receipt of £1.10.0 d to DONALD
CAMERON, Wright at Achnacarry, for building a bulwark to prevent the Mill being carried off in flood waters.
Appendix B - NAC, Memorials of factor Henry Butters, E768 / 79 / Bundle 9 - 1777. Repairs to the Mill at Achnacarry
by DONALD CAMERON,Wright.
Appendix B - NAS, memorials of factor Henry Butters, E768/79/Bundle 10 - 1779. Receipt from DONALD CAMERON,
Wright at Achnacarry, to repairs of flood-damaged Mill.
Appendix B - NAS, Papers of Cameron of Fessifern, 9172/22: FACTOR'S NOTEBOOK - 1785: Memo of the Collection of
Lochiel's Rent for Martinmas 1785, includes a note of "DONALD CAMERON for thatching the Mill at Achnacarry".
http://canmore.org.uk/event/1026271
Appendix B quoting National Archives of Scotland - E768/79/Bundle 2 - 1772.
Appendix B quoting E768/79/Bundle 3 - 1774. Receipt from DONALD CAMERON, Mill Wright and Saw Miller at
Achnacarry (note: no further details).
Appendix B - E768/59/Bundle 6 - 1775. LANDCOURT IN FRONT OF THE FACTOR: ALLAN CUMMING, Miller at
Achnacarry, accused of laziness, and stealing grain from his customers. One of the many witnesses compeared was
DONALD CAMERON, Saw Miller, Achnacarry, Married - age 38. Cameron "Did not see anything, but he was told
stories".
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•

•

•

•

•

Court in 1775: Donald was a witness who "Did not see anything, but he was told stories" in a court case
against Allan Cumming who was a fellow miller of Achnacarry 62. Allan was accused of laziness and
stealing grain from his customers. It is surprising that Donald had nothing to say about the actions of
his work mate or subordinate.
 Advertisement in 1795: Donald was still the saw miller - see advert on page 9.
 Bulwark: in 1776: Donald constructed a flood water buwark to prevent the mill being carried off in
flood waters63.
 Repairs in 1777: Donald was paid for unspecified repairs 64 .
 Flood damage in 1779: Donald repaired flood-damaged Mill - two years after constructing a flood
water bulwark65.
 Advertisement in 1795: Donald was still the saw miller - see advert on page 9.
Scale: An advertisement in 1795 (see page 9, above), indicates that the Achnacarry mill was sawing a substantial
volume of timber. The advert indicates that there was quite a volume of wood – a fairly big operation intended
for shipping to markets quite some distance away. There must have been several workers at the sawmill.
Products: What sort of timber was produced? The 1795 advertisement stated that “The trees will in general
square to logs of considerable dimensions and in size and quality timber not to be exceeded by any in Scotland”.
So these would have been large beams or planks for building or maybe boat construction, or smaller pieces for
manufacturing furniture.
Transport: How as the wood handled? The advert stated that the wood was “on the Banks of Lakes issuing into
the sea at Fort William, whence they can be shipped for any market”. So the sequence might have been: Trees felled in forests in Achnacarry and neighbouring properties
 Moved to Achnacarry sawmill by either floating or by horse and cart.
 Milled at the sawmill
 Carted to a jetty on the River Arkaig
 Barged a kilometer down the river to Loch Lochy.
 Barge going along the River Lochy to Fort William - this would have been easier several decades later
with the Calendonian Canal
 Large boat from Fort William to other ports.
Labour: The advert implies that Donald was not just a single worker operating a small sawmill for local
customers. This enterprise would have required a number of workers. So there would have been several
families living in several cottages in Achnacarry.
Donald’s role: The advertisement in 1795, indicates that Donald was the one most directly personally active
doing the sawing at the mill as part of a complex business network in collaboration, and he was also involved
in the marketing and transportation with a Donald McMillan (ground officer), Ewan Cameron (of Fessfern) and
Hugh Warrender (of Edinburgh). At this time, our Donald might have been in his mid 40s and was probably fit
and able to continue the demanding work – the physicality of sawing the timber, and organising the
transporting and selling.

People
•
•
•
•

Everyone living at Crieff at the time, went into hiding when the Cumberland’s troops over-ran Achnacarry in
1746. But they soon returned and five houses were built the next year.
We are guessing that there might have been at least half a dozen families living there. And there were more,
on the rare occasions, when the chief was in residence.
There would have been enough people to undertake the farm work and timber milling.
Specifically, we can only name a few residents: Of course Donald Cameron and Jane Cameron and their two daughters until the girls married in 1786.

62 Appendix B - E768/59/Bundle 6 - 1775. LANDCOURT IN FRONT OF THE FACTOR : ALLAN CUMMING, Miller at
Achnacarry, accused of laziness,and stealing grain from his customers. One of the many witnesses compeared was
DONALD CAMERON, Saw Miller, Achnacarry, Married - age 38. Cameron "Did not see anything, but he was told
stories".
63 Appendix B - NAS, Memorials of factor Henry Butters - E768/79/Bundle 9 - 1776. Receipt of £1.10.0 d to DONALD
CAMERON, Wright at Achnacarry, for building a bulwark to prevent the Mill being carried off in flood waters.
64 Appendix B - NAC, Memorials of factor Henry Butters, E768 / 79 / Bundle 9 - 1777. Repairs to the Mill at Achnacarry
by DONALD CAMERON,Wright.
65 Appendix B - NAS, memorials of factor Henry Butters, E768/79/Bundle 10 - 1779. Receipt from DONALD CAMERON,
Wright at Achnacarry, to repairs of flood-damaged Mill.
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Donald & Jane remained atg Achacarry after their daughters left to join their new husbands in 1786.
They remained there at least until the first decade of the 1800s.
1747: John Cameron of Fessfern, the brother of ‘The Gentle Lochiel’, entered into possession and
built many structures in 1747, but he probably continued to live in Fessfern rather than Achnacarry.
1760s to 1890s: Our Donald Cameron & Jane Robertson and their family – from the late 1760s to
early 1800s.
1772 – John Campbell was a saw miller at Achnacarry (Appendix B)
1775: Dugold Cameron, wife Ann and baby Mary66
1775: Allan Cumming was a saw miller at Achnacarry (Appendix B).
1802: Duncan Cameron – migrated to Canada.
1802: John Cameron with his wife – migrated to Canada.
Little Mary (daughter of Ann and Dugold Cameron) might have been a playmate with Jane and
Christ’n.
Donald and Jane would have bided farewell to Duncan Cameron and John Cameron and his wife when
they departed for Canada.

Later years
•

•
•
•
•



•

1784: The whole Lochiel estate was officially returned to Cameron Chief Donald who was 15 years old, in 1784.
Were our Donald and Jane and the other people living on Achnacarry aware of this change of status of the Lochiel
estate? Did they celebrate?
1786 was a big year with the marriages of two daughters. In March, Christ’n married John McPhee in Crieff and
in August, Jean married Donald McMillan in Callich.
Donald and Jane remained on the farm after their two daughters left Achnacarry when they both married.
Donald continued to operate the sawmill – see notes under the heading ‘Sawmill’, page 14 below.
1790 – the chief was in residence for a short time:
 Chief Donald did not visit Achnacarry until 1790, when he was 21 years old.
 This might have been the first time that any chief had been at Achnacarry since his grandfather was
exiled 44 years before.
 He came with his wife. Apparently, she did not want to remain there and so they left after a year or so.
They never visited again. [Research: Check this].
 The castle was still in ruins, so what sort of accommodation was there for the chief and his entourage?
 Maybe chief Donald began to think about rebuilding the castle and to reestablish it as the official
residence of the chief – a project which he was commenced 12 years later.
 Our Donald and Jane would have felt the contrast between how the little community had been operating
without the presence of a chief, and now, how it was functioning with the chief and his hangers-on. He
was no longer a distant figure, now he was right here. Did our Donald the sawmiller have much personal
contact with Donald the chief.
 Did Jane have anything to do with the chief’s wife – she would have been much younger than Jane. In
any case, apparently his wife did not want to remain there and the couple left, perhaps after a year or
so, and never lived there again. He apparently spent most of his life in France.
1791: Doak indicated that our Donald might have been the tenant – “His name is still listed as tenant on the
annual rental record for Achnacarry in 1791” 67 (Appendix B). It would be significant if he was a tenant as well as
a saw miller.
1793: On the Lochiel estate, “several of the Cameron tacksmen tried the new method of [sheep] farming in order
to pay the increased rents set by Donald Cameron of Lochiel in 1793. The statistical account of Kilmallie parish,
prepared in that year, indicated that three quarters of the parish was laid out in sheep farms, while the other
quarter still raised black cattle. In all there were 6000 cattle, 500 horses, 1000 goats and 60,000 sheep stocked
in Kilmallie. ….. The relatively low rental of Lochiel suggests that much of the black cattle farming carried out in
the parish in 1793 was concentrated on the Lochiel estate. The change to sheep farming seems to have occurred
on a farm-by-farm basis there, as successive tenants adapted to the new economy. The removal of small tenants
was spread over a number of years, of which the 1804 clearance of Glendessary and Locharkaigside was the most

66 Appendix in D55 in Small Print directory on the left of the homepage of www.christinaanddonaldmclean.com.
..ooOOoo..
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notable”68. As he was into timber rather than livestock, our Donald was not so directly involved with this
transition, but these changes would have had its impact.
1795: The mill was a major operation and sold large volumes of timber in far places. Achnacarry timber was
advertised in the in 1795 in the Caledonia Mercury69.
WOODS TO BE SOLD,
EXTENSIVE WOODS of NATURAL FIR situated in the West
Highlands in the neighbourhood of Fort William.
The Trees will in general square to Logs of considerable
dimensions, and in size or quality of timber are not to be
exceeded by any in Scotland
AS ALSO,
Considerable WOODS of OAK and BIRCH.
The whole on the Banks of Lakes issuing into the sea at
Fort William, whence they can be shipped for any market.
The Woods proposed to be cut will be shewn by Donald
Cameron, saw miller, at Achnacarry, near Fort William or
Donald McMillan, the ground officer; and for further
particulars, application may be made to Ewan Cameron,
Esq at Fessfern, near Fort William, or Mr Hugh Warrender,
at Edinburgh, with either of woem proposals may be
lodged.

•

•

•

•

•

It is surprising that the advertisement described Achnacarry as being near Fort William because they are 20 kms
apart – quite a walk in those times. But this is consistent with the advertisement describing Fessfern as being
near Fort William even though the village is 14 kms along Loch Eil (opposite Duisky). These expressions indicate
that the advertisement was targeting people who were not closely familiar with the environment around Fort
William – ie, not locals. Selling to a more distant clientele indicates that the sawmill was catering for a substantial
market warranting the transport of volumes of timber considerable distances.
1802: The trustees arranged for the construction to begin on a new castle. It is not known why this was initiated
after the original castle had been in ruins for 56 years, and the current chief 22 nd did not seem to have any
intention of living there because he was away in France.
Migrations
 In 1802, there would have been great excitement in Achnacarry when over 400 people sailed down
Loch Linnhe in three vessels, bound for Canada (MacMillan p177). A meeting of prospective emigrants
had been held in Achnacarry (Glengarry p142).
 Among the passengers were
 Duncan Cameron70 from Achnacarry (MacMillan p239),
 John Cameron71 with his wife from Achnacarry (MacMillan p239)
 There is a summary of where the emigrants came from (many from around Loch Arkaig), and
a description of how it was all organized, and an outline of the journey on the brigs Friends
and Helen and the ship Jane (Glengarry p139-144).
 Donald and Jane would have been well aware of all this
New castle
 In 1802, the trustees commenced the construction on a new castle.
 The original Achnacarry castle had been in ruins for five decades and the new structure was not
completed until three decades after 1802.
 Donald and Jane would have seen the first signs of construction.
1804: Most of the Lochiel farms were sold and the tenants were dispossessed. John McPhee’s Crieff was sold
to John Glenevis, and Donald Macmillan’s Callich was sold to Duncan Campbell and his sons 72. Families were
forced to leave. These clearances were to enable to enclosure of farms – to fence them for sheep. But

68 Pages 68 & 69 in Glengarry - McLean, Marianne, ‘The People of Glengarry: Highlanders in Transition, 1745-1820’,
McGill-Queens University Press, ISBN 0-7735-1156-3
69 Caledonian Mercury on 28th & 30th November 1795
70

71

72

DUNCAN CAMERON - age not stated – original residence Achnacarry – departed from Fort William - arrived at
Montreal, Quebec on 7th March 1802 - source.#0120-PG. 022 - reference http://www.clan-cameron.org/roots.html
- Clan Cameron Genealogy Centre – online resources – Cameron Immigration Records 1730 to 1920
JOHN CAMERON – age not stated - original residence Achnacarry – with wife - departed from Fort William - arrived
at Montreal, Quebec on 7th March 1802 - source.#0120-PG. 022 - reference http://www.clancameron.org/roots.html - Clan Cameron Genealogy Centre – online resources – Cameron Immigration Records 1730
to 1920
Page 172 in MacMillan ibid
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•

Achnacarry was not sold because the new castle was being built as the official residence of the chief of clan
Cameron. The chief and the trustees were selling the other farms to raise money for the building of the new
castle. Maybe our Donald continued to operate the sawmill and so his family, and perhaps others living on the
farm, were spared the upheaval. This opens the possibility of their children’s families (Jean and Donald
MacMillan from Callich, and Christ’n and John McPhee from Crieff) who were evicted from other farms, might
have come to stay with Jane and Donald for at least a while.
Sales (for enclosures): In 1804, the trustees, with the support of chief Donald, sold all the Lochiel farms Only
Achnacarry remained the property of the chief of clan Cameron because the new castle was beginning to take
shape there.
It was a time of contradictions. On one hand, the Cameron clan was being strengthened by the rebuilding of
their castle, yet on the other hand, clan members were about to be forced off their traditional lands and the
chief was a remote figure, disengaged and living elsewhere. According to a letter in 1803 from Allan Cameron
“He is in the country himself at present, but doesn’t trouble his friends” (MacMillan p181). The ScotClans
website has “Families were evicted and their lands auctioned off to raise money for the complete rebuilding of
Achnacarry Castle. In 1803, as the evictions began, Allan Cameron wrote: ‘Lochiel’s lands are in the papers to
be let at Whitsuntide first, nothing but spurring and hauling, and I am afraid, the tenantry have no choice … the
grand castle at Achnacarry is going on with great speed’.”73

Old age:
•

•

Donald or Jane might have still been at Achnacarry in their final years. Although many people were evicted
when the other farms on the Lochiel estate were sold around 1802, Achnacarry was the only farm not sold – it
was retained by the chief and the new castle was beginning to be constructed. The sawmill might have continued
to operate, so Donald might have remained there. On the other hand, in 1802, some families left Achnacarry to
migrate to Canada - including Duncan Cameron and John Cameron with his wife.
Deaths: It is not known when they died.
..ooOOoo..

73

Page 181 in MacMillan – appendix in our D55 - Somerled MacMillan ‘Bygone Lochaber: Historical and Traditional’,
Caledonian Books, Glasgow, K&R Davidson, December 1971, ISBN 10 – 0950191701 & ISBN 13 – 0950191706 &
Libraries Australia ID 43365902
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Memoirs -Extracts from “A boyhood in An Gearasdan [Fort William]: Notes by the Late Principal
John MacLeod” – by JFM Macleod
Source: ‘Transactions of Gaelic Society of Inverness’, p224 to 272, vol 57, pub 1993
The whole article is available via the home page of www.christinaanddonaldmclean.com
Records about of Donald Cameron, saw miller at Achnacarry Researched by Chris Doak of Glasgow –
Source: Messages via Facebook Clan Cameron Association group on 4th & 17th Jan 2022
Table: Jane Robertson – births 1740 to 1756
Source: Scotland’s People,
False path in the searching for an OPR for Jane Robertson’s birth around 1751
Source: Don Gordon
OPR: Jane Robertson, born 27th March 1751 in Braemar
“544 – Jane Robertson natural daughter to James Robertson alias Riochs?? Castletown
Catholick and Janet McGregor in tomnanow (or Tamnaraw) not married Godmother Elspeth
Ferguson in Achendryne March 27 1751 – Anno 1736 sunt 7 alais baptized quorum nomina
misrafunat ch protereunda dui” - is this Latin??
Source: Scotland’s People, OPR births MP 15 111 97, Braemer, St Andrew’s
OPR: Jane Robertson – born 16th July 1751 in Auchenloule??
“1751 - Robertson – Jane & Elspet daughter to Alexr Robertson & Betty Simson in
Auchenloule?? was baptized July 16”
Source: Scotland’s People, OPR Births 161/ 10 171, Marnoch, page 171 of 429
No OPR: Jane Robertson - born 7th Feb 1751 in St Nicholas, Aberdeen
Source: Family Search
OPR: Jane Robertson – baptised 17th March 1751 in Fintray
“1751 - March 17th one female child called Jane lawful?? procreat?? betwixt?? John
Robertson in Burn and Jennat Morison his spouse was baptized before these witnesses
James Buchanan Mains and Alexr Kay layler??”
Source: Scotland’s People, OPR births , 480/ 20 22, Fintry (Fintray), p11 of 313
OPR : Jane Robertson – born 9th July 1742 in Braemar
“209 – Jane Duncan lawful daughter to Alexander Duncan alias Robertson catholic and
Mary Grant protestant?? in the beallar?? – godfather John Roy McDonald in Castletown
godmother Isbelle Grant in Achendryne at Achmdryn?? – 9th July 1742”
Source: Scotland’s People Births & Baptisms MP 15 11129, Braemar, St Andrew’s
Table: Donald Cameron – births 1710 to 1755
Source: Scotland’s People
OPR: Donald Cameron – born 15th Oct 1743 in Mollochmore
“Oct 15th 1743 – Donald Cameron in Muallichmore & Jannet Robertson his wife had a child
baptized named Donald”
……… .NOTE: Mollochmore is on Stobies map of 1783, a little north-east of Blair Atholl
………. Source: Scotland’s People, OPR Births, 334/ 10 108, Blair Atholl, p108 of 373
OPR: Donald Camron – born 29th June 1748 in Billintrawin
“303 – Donald son to Patrick Camron in Billintrawin?? & Isobel Bain got by them in fornication
was born June 29th and baptized July 10th 1848 presented by John Munro in Clune. Witness
Ludoouk Grant in Iullock?? & John Stuart in Iullock??”
Source: Scotland’s People, OPR births, 090/A 10 91, Abernethy & Kincardine, p91 of 437
OPR: Donald Cameron born 18th Feb 1752 in Fortingall
“Feby 18th 1752 – Donald – son of Donald Cameron and Mildred Campbell in Fionard?? was
baptized – Cameron”
Source: Scotland’s People OPR births, 355/A 10 22, Fortingall, p 22 of 350
OPR: Donald Cameron - born 30th May 1753 in Easter Tulloch??
“1753 Donald son to Martin Cameron in Easter Tulloch?? and Marjory Cameron his spouse
was born the 30 of May 1753 and baptized the 1st day of June 1753 witnesses Donald
Cameron in Acadargotack?? and Coll Grant in Easter Tulloch?? – AH Abernethy 17 June 1753”
Source: Scotland’s People, OPR births, 090/A 10 127, Abernethy & Kincardine, p127 of 437
OPR: Donald Cameron – born 22nd Oct 1752 in Balinairn
“Oct 22 1752 – Donald Cameron and Marg’t McDonald Balinairn had a lawful child called
Donald”
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Source: Scotland’s People, OPR Births, 360/ 20 193, Kenmore, p 193 of 415
OPR: Donald McMillan & Jean Cameron - married on 14th Aug 1786 in Callich
“1786 – Aug 14th – Dond McMillan & Jane Cameron in Callich”
Source: Scotland’s People Marriages 520/ 10 230, Kilmallie, p230 of 243
OPR: Death of Mary Macmaster, nee MacMillan - died on 5th Dec 1872 in Fort William
• Deaths in the Parish of Kilmallie in the County of Argyll
• Mary McMaster, widow of John McMaster, schoolmaster
• 1872, December fifth, 2?? pm in Fort William
• Female, 78 years old (born c1794)
• Daughter of Donald McMillan, Excise officer, deceased and Jane McMillan MS Cameron,
deceased
• Cause of death Bronchitis as certified by Duncan MacIntyre, MD
• Informant Alex MacLeod, son-in-law, present
• Registered on 12th December at Fort William, signed by Ian?? McMillan
Source: Scotland’s People, Statutory registers, deaths 520/ 55
OPR: Mary McMillan - born on 28th June 1789 in Kilmallie
“28th June 1789 – McMillan – Mary dau to Don’d McMillan & ….. Cameron – Do Do (June)”
The Scotland’s People transcriber took the date as June 28th - or it might be 21st.
Source: Scotland’s People, OPR Births 520/10 78, Kilmallie, p78 of 243
OPR: marriage of Donald Cameron & Janet Rotson (Robertson), 29th March 1748 in Blair Athol
“Donald Cameron in Dalnamin & Janet Rotson in Tombicaldonich married 29th March 1748
in Blair Athol Parish”
Notes: (1) Rotson might be a version of Robertson but some families use the surname
Rotson as it is. The surnames Rotson and Robertson both appear in other entries in this
particular page of the register. (2) Janet, Jane & Jane are interchangeable. (3) Dalnamin
and Tombicaldonich are near Pitlochry.
Source: Scotland’s People, NRS OPR marriages, 334/ 10 324, Blair Athol
Cameron Interconnections
Notes by Don Gordon, based on p237 of MacLeod’s memoirs
‘Guide to the Highlands and Islands of Scotland’
by George Anderson & Peter Anderson, 1834 & 1842
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Appendix A

Notes by Don Gordon, February 2022.
•
•

This is an extract – a selection of pages relevant to a family tree on page 2 of our D56. Pages 238 to 256 have
not been included because they do not have details relevant to the family tree.
The full document can be obtained via ‘Contact us’ on the homepage of www.christinaanddonaldmclean.com.

Credibility
• John Macleod’s memoir is an important source for our D57 because it is the only place where we can be
confident that Donald Cameron, the sawmiller at Achnacarry, is linked to Jane Robertson.
• On the first page of D56 we give the reasons for why we can rely on these memoirs.
..ooOOoo..
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Appendix B
Records about of Donald Cameron, saw miller at Achnacarry –
Researched by Chris Doak of Glasgow
– messages via Facebook Clan Cameron Association group on 4th & 17th Jan 2022
(Editing note: The wording has not been altered but Don Gordon has changed the layout
to match the sources (on 17th Jan) with the descriptions (on 4th Jan).
Source
Access to sources

There is no information as to where
Donald Cameron came from, though
from Estate and Legal documents
that I have seen, we know that he
was born in 1737..
Achnacarry was forfeited to the
Crown in 1746, and the Camerons of
Lochiel did not regain possession of
the Estate and this Farm till 1784.
Achnacarry House was destroyed in
1746, as we know, and its
replacement was not finished and
habitable till 1832.
The Saw Mill on the River Arkaig was
constructed in 1767 by the Forfeited
Estate
of
Lochiel
(i.e.the
Government).
Canal for floating firr logs from River
Arkaig to Saw Mill at Achnacarry.

All the pre-1770s Parish Records for
Kilmallie were destroyed in a storm
in 1770, which brought down the
roof of the Parish Church, and lead to
its rebuilding - the present Kilmallie
Kirk.
Christian Cameron recorded as 40
years old in 1810 (spouse of John
McPhee, married, aged 40) was
witness in a court case in Fort
William in 1810.
Previous saw miller at Achnacarry –
John Campbell

Reference
Year
National Archives of Scotland - The reference
numbers are those given to bundles of sorted
documents, within which could be anything from 10
to 100 other papers - and which have not been given
a separate number by the Archives. None of these
documents are online, and it would be a nightmare
getting the Archives to take a copy - they don't allow
digital cameras in the Archives, and don't allow the
researchers to photocopy them. All have to be
ordered, forms filled in, fees paid etc.
See court case in 1775 below.
1737

1746

1746

Accounts
of Henry
Butter
(Factor)
Accounts
of Henry
Butter
(Factor)

E768/55/Bundle 9 (1767) - Estimates for building the
Saw Mill at Achnacarry for Lt. Ewan Cameron and
Duncan Stewart (the new Tacksmen of the Firr
Woods).
E768/55/Bundle 9 (1767) - Receipt for £40 from
Robert Melvill, Mason of Fort William, for making a
canal for floating firr logs from River Arkaig to Saw
Mill at Achnacarry.

1767

1767

1770

Accounts
of Henry
Butter
(Factor)

See court case in 1810 below

1770

E768/79/Bundle 2 - 1772. John Campbell, Mill
Wright and Saw Miller at Achnacarry. (Note: this
confirms that Donald Cameron had yet to take up
the position as Saw Miller).

1772
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Donald Cameron took
position of Miller in 1774.

up

the Accounts
of Henry
Butter
(Factor)
Donald (saw miller, married, aged Memorials
38.yrs) was a witness for a court of Henry
case.
Butter
(Factor)

He constructed a flood water
bulwark.

He carried out unspecified repairs to
the mill.

Donald repaired flood-damaged Mill
- two years after constructing a flood
water bulwark.
In 1784, the Forfeited Estate of
Lochiel was restored to the
ownership of the Cameron of Lochiel
family.
He re-thatched the roof of the Mill in
1785.

Accounts
of Henry
Butter
(Factor)
Accounts
of Henry
Butter
(Factor)
Accounts
of Henry
Butter
(Factor)

Papers of
Cameron
of Fassifern
Papers of
Cameron
of Fassifern

John McPhie renting Crieff for
£13.10.0 d in 1791.

Papers of
Cameron
of Fassifern
Fort
William
Sherrif
Court

No members of the Lochiel family
lived at Achnacarry between when it
was destroyed (1746) and when
reconstruction
was
finally
completed (1832)..
Regarding listings in the Old Parish
Records, it is worth reaffirming that
there was no religious or moral
requirement to register the birth of a
child, and in a massive, far-flung

1774

E768/59/Bundle 6 - 1775. LANDCOURT IN FRONT OF
THE FACTOR : ALLAN CUMMING, Miller at
Achnacarry, accused of laziness,and stealing grain
from his customers. One of the many witnesses
compeared was DONALD CAMERON, Saw Miller,
Achnacarry, Married - age 38. Cameron "Did not see
anything, but he was told stories".
E768/79/Bundle 9 - 1776. Receipt of £1.10.0 d to
DONALD CAMERON, Wright at Achnacarry, for
building a bulwark to prevent the Mill being carried
off in flood waters.
E768 / 79 / Bundle 9 - 1777. Repairs to the Mill at
Achnacarry by DONALD CAMERON,Wright.

1775

E768/79/Bundle 10 - 1779. Receipt from DONALD
CAMERON, Wright at Achnacarry, to repairs of
flood-damaged Mill.

1779

1776

1777

1784

Donald is still listed as Tenant in the
Rentals of 1791 - paying an Annual
Rental of £5.3.10d.

Christian Cameron (spouse of John
McPhee, married, aged 40) was
witness in a court case in Fort
William in 1810.

E768/79/Bundle 3 - 1774. Receipt from DONALD
CAMERON, Mill Wright and Saw Miller at Achnacarry
(note: no further details).

9172/22: FACTOR'S NOTEBOOK - 1785: Memo of the
Collection of Lochiel's Rent for Martinmas 1785,
includes a note of "DONALD CAMERON for thatching
the Mill at Achnacarry".
9174/21: ACCOUNTS OF SIR EWAN CAMERON OF
FASSIFERN - RENT OF THE ESTATE OF LOCHIEL 1791:
Includes MILL OF ACHNACARRY: DONALD CAMERON
£5.13.10 d.
9174/21: ACCOUNTS OF SIR EWAN CAMERON OF
FASSIFERN - RENT OF THE ESTATE OF LOCHIEL 1791:
Includes CRIEFF: JOHN McPHIE £13.10.0 d.
SC28/16/Bundle 10 (1810) - Court Case of Ewan
Cameron of Erracht against Mary McKinnon (widow
of Sgt.John Cameron, 26th Regiment), for unpaid
rent for the house that he owns in Fort William, and
counterclaim for turning up at her door, aggressively
demanding payment of the rent. Big, complicated
case. One of the many witnesses included
CHRISTIAN CAMERON, "spouse of JOHN McPHEE,
Fort William, married - age 40". Unfortunately, I
never made a note of the evidence that Christian
gave, but I have a vague memory that she was
maybe a next-door neighbour at the time, or was
visiting the neighbour

1785

1791

1791

1810

1832
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Parish like Kilmallie, there was no
obligation to attend the Parish
Church on a Sunday either!
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Appendix C
Possible births of Jane Robertson – 1740 to 1751
Source: Scotland’s People

Jane Robertson - births
Child

Father

Mother

Birth date

Year

Parish

JANET

ALEXANDER ROBERTSON

Jane Dierie

06/06/1740

1740

Aberdeen

JANE

ROBERT ROBERTSON

Isobell Glass

04/07/1742

1742

Aberdeen

JANET

ALEXANDER ROBERTSON

Mary Grant

3/7/1742

1742

Braemar, St Andrew's

JANE

JAMES ROBERTSON

Janet McGregor

27/3/1751

1751

Braemar, St Andrew's

JANE

GEORGE ROBERTSON

Janet Sutherland

21/12/1754

1754

Old Machar

JANE

GEORGE ROBERTSON

Janet Sutherland

11/12/1756

1756

Old Machar
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Appendix D
False path in the searching for an OPR
for Jane Robertson’s birth around 1751
This appendix records a false path, which was based on the assumption that Jane Robertson’s daughter, Jane was born a little before
1770, and that Jane was about 18 years old when she gave birth – thus indicating Jane’s birth might have been around 1751. HOWEVER,
it has come to light (per a family tree provided by Jeff MacLeod), that Jane was probably born in 1760 – this would indicate that Jane
was born around 1743. In page 7, we have a rationale for favouring the earlier date, but this requires further corroboration.
We have paid for the OPRs and made notes about them, so this research has been kept in this appendix, rather than throwing them
out.

We have listed some possible births from the Scotland’s People website (appendix C) - but there are probably others.
•

1754 & 1756 in Old Machar which is in the centre of the Aberdeen township (appendix C): These births, two
years apart by the same parents and given the same name, indicated that the first child died early. The 1756
birth indicates that Jane was about 13 years old when Jane was born. = DISCOUNTED

•

1751 in the Catholic parish in Braemer (appendix E): The wording of this birth record is “544 – Jane Robertson
natural daughter to James Robertson alias Riochs?? Castletown Catholick and Janet McGregor Tomnanow?? not
married godmother Elspeth Ferguson in Achendryne March 27 1751 – Anno 1736 sunt 7 alais baptizi quorum
nomina misrafunat ch protereunda dunis”.
 Date: Baptized on 27th March 1751. The date of the actual birth is not known.
 Places: The baptism was held in St Andrew’s Catholic Church in Braemar which is a village at the western
fringes of the Aberdeen shire, 93 kms west of the town of Aberdeen. Braemar is in the middle of the
huge Cairngorms National Park. The Clunie Water runs through the village – with Auchendryne on the
western side and Castleton on the eastern side. It is intriguing to consider that Aviemore, where Jane’s
future husband might have lived as a child, is on the western edge of the Cairngorms. Aviemore is at
least a 50 km walk from Braemar and there are no indications that there were any contacts between
the Donald Cameron’s family and Jane’s parents.
 Father: James Robertson of Castletown
 Mother: Janet McGregor’s residence is not clearly written in the birth record. It looks like ‘Tomnanow’
but maybe it is Tomnavoulin which a 60 km walk south to Braemar. Or it might be Tamnaraw.
 Latin: The Latin is difficult to transcribe and translate. Three words are OK (anno = year, baptism, and
nomino = name) – but the rest is undeciphered.
 Circumstances of birth: Jane was ‘natural’ – ie her parents were not married at the time. The Latin
note, once deciphered, might give further clues about her birth.
 Godmother: Her godmother was Elspeth Ferguson of Auchendryne. It is not known why Elspeth was
nominated but, by looking at the other births recorded on this page of the register, it was normal
practice for godparents to be nominated at the baptism.
 Catholic: If this is the correct birth, the Catholic/Protestant differences would have added to Jane’s
challenges of adjusting to married life in Achnacarry where she also had to deal with issues of
lowland/highland, English/Gaelic, outsider/local, and lack of family support.
 Claim: This birth is a good possibility because it would make Jane about 18 years old when she gave
birth to Jane. Also it is consistent with the notion that her family were living in an outlying location,
otherwise her parents would not have had to send her away to finish her education in a larger town,
Aberdeen. It was stated (Memoirs) that Jane was from an upper class family – her parents not being
married might, or might not, be consistent with this notion.
 Conclusion = MAYBE

•

1751 in Marnoch (appendix F): The wording of this OPR is “1751 - Robertson – Jane & Elspet daughter to Alexr
Robertson & Betty Simson in Auchenloule?? was baptized July 16”
 Date: Baptised on 16th July 1751. Probably born a week or so before that – ie early July.
 Place: We have not been able to find a locality as Auchenloule. It can’t be Auchindoir because this is
not in the parish of Marnoch - Auchindoir is a separate parish 32 kms south of Marnoch.
 Twin?: This OPR has her with a twin, or middle name of Elspet.
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Research: Apparently, on ancestry.com, Jane appears on four family trees, and her father was born
1719, and Jane married Donald Cameron (1750 to 1845) in 1767. [Research: We need to have a close
look in ancestry.com.]
Claim: This would have made her late teens when her first daughter was born.
Conclusion = MAYBE

•

1751 in Aberdeen (appendix G)
 Source: Inputted into Family Search but no OPR
 Name: Jane Robertson
 Date: Baptised 7th Feb 1751
 Place: St Nicholas, Aberdeen
 Parents: Gavin Robertson & Margaret Robinson
 References: Family Search FR2658 & KZ55-4QD
 Conclusion = MAYBE

•

1751 in Fintray (appendix H)
 Wording: “1751 - March 17th one female child called Jane lawful?? procreat?? betwixt?? John Robertson
in Burn and Jennat Morison his spouse was baptized before these witnesses James Buchanan Mains and
Alexr Kay layler??”
 Date: Baptised 17th March 1751
 Place: Fintray is a parish within the Aberdeen Shire – 18 kms north west of Aberdeen
 Conclusion = MAYBE

Conclusion:
At present, we cannot settle on the correct birth for Jane. The 1751 births are the most promising (if Jane was born about
1769 rather than 1760) – but there is no basis for choosing one of these rather than any other of the four births - in
Braemar, Marnoch, Fintray or Aberdeen.
There are so many other possibilities in the decade before 1751 and a couple of years after.
Or maybe her birth record is missing.
..ooOOoo..
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Appendix E
Jane Robertson – born 27th March 1751 in Braemar
“544 – Jane Robertson natural daughter to James Robertson alias?? riochs?? Castletown Catholick and Janet McGregor
in tomnanow (or Tamnaraw) not married Godmother Elspeth Ferguson in Achendryne March 27 1751 – Aano 1736 sunt
7 alais baptized quorum nomina misrafunat ch protereunda dui” - is this Latin??
Source: Scotland’s People, Catholic Registers of Births & Baptisms, MP 15 11 1 97, Braemar, St Andrew’s
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Appendix F
Jane Robertson – born 16th July 1751 in Auchenloule??
“1751 - Robertson – Jane & Elspet daughter to Alexr Robertson & Betty Simson in Auchenloule?? was baptized July 16”
Source: Scotland’s People, OPR Births 161/ 10 171, Marnoch, page 171 of 429
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Appendix G
Jane Robertson, born 7th Feb 1751 in St Nicholas, Aberdeen
Source: Family Search - No OPR
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Appendix H
Jane Robertson – baptised 17th March 1751 in Fintray
“1751 - March 17th one female child called Jane lawful?? procreat?? betwixt?? John Robertson in Burn and Jennat
Morison his spouse was baptized before these witnesses James Buchanan Mains and Alex r Kay layler??”
Source: Scotland’s People, OPR births , 480/ 20 22, Fintry (Fintray), p11 of 31
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Appendix J
Jane Robertson – born 9th July 1742 in Braemar
“209 – Jane Duncan lawful daughter to Alexander Duncan alias Robertson catholic and Mary Grant protestant?? in the
beallar?? – godfather John Roy McDonald in Castletown godmother Isbelle Grant in Achendryne at Achmdryn??(or
Auchindryn, Achalidir) – 9th July 1742”
Source: Scotland’s People Births & Baptisms MP 15 11129, Braemar, St Andrew’s
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Appendix K
Donald Cameron – births 1710 to 1755
•

Red font = OPR images already obtained – appendices E, F, G, H & J

Father

Birth
date

Mother

PATRICK CAMERONE

Grissel

JOHNE CAMRON

Anna

DUNCAN CAMRON

Margt

WILLIAM CAMRON

Beatrix

NcKercher

Year

Parish

23/07/1710

1710

Dull

21/01/1710

1710

Killin

Cameron

08/10/1710

1710

Logierait

Stewart

13/11/1710

1710

Moulin

JOHN CAMRONE

13/04/1712

1712

Killin

JOHN CAMRONE

22/10/1713

1713

Killin

DUNCAN CAMERON

09/10/1713

1713

Petty

07/01/1714

1714

Killin

DUNCANE CAMRONE

Jonet

Robertsone

JOHN CAMRONE

Marjorie

27/12/1714

1714

Killin

DONALD CAMERON

Jannet

Stewart

00/10/1714

1714

Logierait

SAMUEL CAMERON

Majorie

McQueen

21/08/1715

1715

Inverness

DUNCANE CAMRONE

Cathrine

NcClaren

20/08/1716

1716

Killin

11/11/1716

1716

Urquhart and Logie Wester

ALEXR. CAMRONE

Margrat

NcCarbare

05/06/1717

1717

Killin

DUNCAN CAMRONE

Cathrine

NcCaile

18/02/1717

1717

Killin

JOHN CAMRON

Margrat

NcEven

28/03/1717

1717

Killin

ALEXR. CAMERON OR MC WIRRICH

Isobel

Davidson

28/02/1719

1719

Alvie

DONALD CAMERON

Bettie

Steuart

17/05/1719

1719

Kenmore

13/11/1720

1720

Edinkillie

FINLAY CAMERON

DONALD CAMERON
JOHN CAMERON

Milfred

McGrigor

10/01/1721

1721

Dull

FINLAY CAMERON

Jannet

Robertson

04/08/1723

1723

Blair Atholl

ALEXANDER CAMERON

Christian

McIntosh

19/12/1723

1723

Inverness

DONALD CAMERON

Katherine

Hay

13/06/1723

1723

Logierait

McNaughtan

03/12/1725

1725

Comrie

Grant

26/09/1725

1725

Cromdale and Inverallan

09/04/1727

1727

Kilmorack

DONALD CAMRON
JAMES CAMERON

Catharine

DONALD CAMERON
DONALD CAMRON

Elspet

McCoul

31/08/1727

1727

Moulin

DONALD CAMERON

Elspet

NcCoul

31/10/1727

1727

Moulin

DONALD CAMERON

Isoble

Boyd

18/06/1728

1728

Dull

01/12/1728

1728

Monzie

ALEXR. CAMERON
JOHN CAMERON

Katrin

McFarlan

29/07/1729

1729

Dull

JAMES CAMERON

Mary

Fraser

15/03/1729

1729

Inverness

JOHN CAMRON

Margaret

Frazer

31/10/1730

1730

Abernethy and Kincardine

16/05/1730

1730

Kilmonivaig

JOHN CAMERON
JAMES CAMRON

Jane

Stewart

15/09/1730

1730

Kirkmichael

N DUNCAN/CAMERON

Janet

McCra

05/04/1730

1730

Monzievaird and Strowan

ALEXR. CAMRON

Mary

Worran

14/08/1732

1732

Abernethy and Kincardine

ALEXR. CAMERON

Jannet

McGruther

05/03/1732

1732

Comrie

DONALD CAMRON

Jonet

Menzies

10/12/1732

1732

Dull

JOHN CAMRON

Jonet

McFarlan

20/05/1733

1733

Dull

JOHN CAMERON

Margaret

Campbel

12/01/1734

1734

Cromdale and Inverallan

JOHN CAMERON OR CAMPBELL

Janet

McKerachar

20/08/1734

1734

Kenmore

ALEXR. CAMRON

Jonet

Stewart

04/05/1735

1735

Dull

JO. CAMERON

Margt

Forbes

27/07/1735

1735

Dull

JOHN CAMERON

Kathren

Cameron

15/06/1735

1735

Kenmore

JOHN CAMERON

Jannet

McIllgerrow

05/04/1735

1735

Killin

JOHN CAMERON

Isabell

Munro

11/01/1736

1736

Inverness
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ALLAN CAMRON

18/01/1736

1736

Kiltarlity

JOHN CAMRON

Katharine

Stewart

18/04/1736

1736

Moulin

JOHN CAMERON

Catharine

McIntosh

26/04/1737

1737

Kingussie and Insh

JOHN CAMERON

Kathren

Anderson

21/09/1738

1738

Kenmore

DONALD CAMRON

Catherine

Stewart

14/02/1739

1739

Dull

DONALD CAMERON

Helen

Menzies

15/04/1739

1739

Logierait

JOHN CAMERON

Catharin

Conchar

13/01/1740

1740

Logierait

DOND. CAMERON

Mora

Cameron

16/03/1740

1740

Urquhart and Glenmoriston

JOHN CAMRON

Jan

McWeeban

17/10/1742

1742

Ardclach

00/10/1742

1742

Kildalton

DUNCAN CAMRON
DONALD CAMERON (app E)

Jannet

Robertson

15/10/1743

1743

Blair Atholl (Muallichmore??)

FINLAY CAMERON

Isobel

Duff

15/09/1743

1743

Logierait

DONALD CAMRON

Elspet

McBain

15/01/1744

1744

Abernethy and Kincardine

ALEXR. CAMERON

Janet

Cameron

18/10/1744

1744

Alvie

DONALD CAMRON

Ann

McLurin

15/04/1744

1744

Dull

GILBERT CAMERON

Margaret

Hagart

31/10/1744

1744

Kenmore

29/07/1744

1744

Monzie

FINLAY CAMERON
DONALD CAMERON

Margaret

Douglass

28/04/1745

1745

Logierait

JOHN CAMERON

Kat

Morison

20/12/1747

1747

Comrie

DONALD CAMRON

Jonet

Menzies

26/06/1747

1747

PATRICK CAMRON (app F)

Isobell

Bain

10/07/1748

1748

JOHN CAMERON

Kathrin

Cameron

00/00/1749

1749

Dull
Abernethy and Kincardine
(Billintrawin??)
Fortingall

DUNCAN CAMERON

Grisel

Camern

25/11/1749

1749

Fortingall

ARCHIBALD CAMERON

Margaret

McDonald

09/02/1749

1749

Kenmore

ALEXR. CAMERON

03/11/1750

1750

Kilmorack

EVAN CAMERON

24/07/1750

1750

Kilmorack

EVAN CAMERON

14/01/1750

1750

Urquhart and Glenmoriston

HUGH CAMERON

Sarah

Cameron

12/05/1751

1751

Fortingall

CHARLES CAMERON

Elspet

Stewart

22/09/1751

1751

Fortingall

ANGUS CAMERON

Christian

Menzies

23/12/1751

1751

Fortingall

DONALD CAMRON

Jant

McUan

09/02/1752

1752

Comrie

DONALD CAMRON OR MCKEDDY

Lillias

Dingwall

09/11/1752

1752

Cromarty

PATRICK CAMERON

Margaret

McDougall

22/11/1752

1752

Dull

ROBERT CAMERON

Jane

Anderson

06/09/1752

1752

Errol

DONALD CAMERON (app G)

Mildred

Campbell

18/02/1752

1752

Fortingall (Fionard??)

DONALD CAMERON (app J)

Margaret

McDonald

22/10/1752

1752

Kenmore (Balinairn??)

ROBERT CAMERON

Christan

Brown

22/10/1752

1752

Kirkmichael and Tomintoul

JOHN CAMERON

Janet

Cameron

21/08/1752

1752

Logierait

00/01/1752

1752

01/06/1753

1753

24/05/1753

1753

Urquhart and Glenmoriston
Abernethy and Kincardine (Easter
Killoch??)
Dingwall

27/02/1753

1753

Inverness

ANGUS CAMERON
MARTIN CAMERON (app H)

Marjory

Cameron

Anne

Cuthbert

23/08/1753

1753

Kiltarlity

ROBERT CAMERON

Elspet

Campbel

05/02/1753

1753

Kirkmichael and Tomintoul

JAMES CAMRON

Margaret

Fergusson

04/03/1753

1753

Moulin

18/07/1754

1754

Dunblane

DONALD CAMRON
EVAN CAMERON
JOHN CAMRON

ALEXR. CAMRON
ANGUS CAMERON

Margaret

McGrigor

07/10/1754

1754

Fortingall

ANGUS CAMERON

Christian

Cameron

12/12/1755

1755

Fortingall

JOHN CAMRON

00/07/1755

1755

Kildalton

WILLIAM CAMERON

10/08/1755

1755

Kilmorack
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Appendix L
Donald Cameron – born 15th Oct 1743 in Mollochmore
“Oct 15th 1743 – Donald Cameron in Muallichmore?? & Jannet Robertson his wife had a child baptized named Donald”
NOTE: Mollochmore is on Stobies map of 1783, a little north-east of Blair Atholl
Source: Scotland’s People, OPR Births, 334/ 10 108, Blair Atholl, p108 of 373
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Appendix M
Donald Camron – born 29th June 1748 in Billintrawin
“303 – Donald son to Patrick Camron in Billintrawin?? & Isobel Bain got by them in fornication was born June 29 th and
baptized July 10th 1848 presented by John Munro in Clune. Witness Ludoouk Grant in Iullock?? & John Stuart in Iullock??”
Source: Scotland’s People, OPR births, 090/A 10 91, Abernethy & Kincardine, p91 of 437
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Appendix N
Donald Cameron – born on 18th Feb 1752 in Fortingall
“Feby 18th 1752 – Donald – son of Donald Cameron and Mildred Campbell in Fionard?? was baptized – Cameron”
Source: Scotland’s People OPR births, 355/A 10 22, Fortingall, p 22 of 350
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Appendix P
Donald Cameron - born 30th May 1753 in Easter Tulloch??
“1753 Donald son to Martin Cameron in Easter Tulloch?? and Marjory Cameron his spouse was born the 30 of May 1753
and baptized the 1st day of June 1753 witnesses Donald Cameron in Acadargotack?? and Coll Grant in Easter Tulloch?? –
AH Abernethy 17 June 1753”
Source: Scotland’s People, OPR births, 090/A 10 127, Abernethy & Kincardine, p127 of 437
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Appendix Q
Donald Cameron – born 22nd Oct 1752 in Balinairn
“Oct 22 1752 – Donald Cameron and Marg’t McDonald Balinairn had a lawful child called Donald”
Source: Scotland’s People, OPR Births, 360/ 20 193, Kenmore, p 193 of 415
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Appendix R
Donald McMillan & Jean Cameron
married on 14th Aug 1786 in Callich
“1786 – Aug 14th – Dond McMillan & Jane Cameron in Callich”
Source: Scotlands People Marriages 520/ 10 230, Kilmallie, p230 of 243
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Appendix S
Mary Macmaster, nee MacMillan
Died on 5th Dec 1872 in Fort William
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deaths in the Parish of Kilmallie in the County of Argyll
Mary McMaster, widow of John McMaster, schoolmaster
1872, December fifth, 2?? pm in Fort William
Female, 78 years old (born c1794)
Daughter of Donald McMillan, Excise officer, deceased and Jane McMillan MS Cameron, deceased
Cause of death Bronchitis as certified by Duncan MacIntyre, MD
Informant Alex MacLeod, son-in-law, present
Registered on 12th December at Fort William, signed by Ian?? McMillan
Source: Scotland’s People, Statutory registers, deaths 520/ 55
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Appendix T
Mary McMillan - born on 28th June 1789 in Kilmallie
“28th June 1789 – McMillan – Mary dau to Don’d McMillan & ……. Cameron – Do Do (June sses???)”
The Scotlands People transcriber took the date as June 28 th - or it might be 21st.
Source: Scotland’s People, OPR Births 520/10 78, Kilmallie, p78 of 243
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Appendix U
Donald Cameron & Janet Rotson (Robertson)
married 29th March 1748 in Blair Athol
“Donald Cameron in Dalnamin & Janet Rotson in Tombicaldonich married 29th March 1748 in Blair Athol Parish”
Notes: (1) Rotson might be a version of Robertson but some families use the surname Rotson as it is. The surnames
Rotson and Robertson both appear in other entries in this particular page of the register. (2) Janet, Jane & Jane are
interchangeable. (3) Dalnamin and Tombicaldonich are near Pitlochry.
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Appendix V
Cameron Interconnections
Notes by Don Gordon, based on p237 of MacLeod’s memoirs
Septs
In his memoirs (p237), John MacLeod attempted to explain connections between the some of the groups of Camerons.
"The old Camerons of Glennevis were Clann or Sliochd Shomhairle. They have been said to have been not Camerons but
MacDonalds. I never, however, came across any of them that looked on themselves as anything else but Camerons. It
was of these Camerons that the many of that name who are found in Upper Strathspey. They are the children of the
Mugaich as they were nicknamed by their new neighbours when they went to Rothiemurchus about 300 years ago as the
tail or bodyguard of a daughter of Glennevis who married Grant of Rothiemurchus. My grandmother's grandfather,
Donald Cameron, the miller at Achnacarry was of these Strathspey Camerons, his father being the miller at Aviemore.
This sept of the Camerons were often spoken of Na Tomaidh from the fact that they buried in Tom eas an t-slinnein. So
these who buried at Gairlochy were the Camerons of Dochanassie. They were spoken of as Na Dochaidh. I think my
grandfather's mother was of the Dochaidh so that we have a connection with Kilmallie, Gairlochy & Glennevis"

Lineage
•
•

•

Grandmother's grandfather: Donald Cameron was the miller of Achnacarry, the subject of these research notes
D57.
Grandfather's mother: Although John Macleod didn’t provide her name when he mentions his grandfather’s
mother, we have worked out that this was Catherine Cameron. He is not specifically stating that Catherine
was living in Dochanassie and buried in Gairlochy - so we have yet to confirm this.
If we are properly understanding John MacLeod, he is asserting:A. A Cameron of Glennevis married Grant of Rothiemurchus
B. Many Camerons moved from Glennevis to Upper Strathspey.
C. Many of the Upper Strathsprey Camerons were buried at the Tom eas an t-slinnein burial ground at
Glennevis.
D. The Cameron/Grant marriage and the move from Glennevis to Upper Stathsrey occurred 300 years
before MacLeod wrote his memoirs in 1940s - ie the mid-1600s.
Comments:
 How could people in Upper Strathspey be buried in at Tom eas an t-slinnein – given that
Aviemore and Glennevis are 100 kms apart?
 Maybe it was 200 years, not 300. In clanmacfarlanegenealogy.info, the 4th Grant of
Rothiemurchus, John Grant, died about 1651 – but there were no Camerons in the two
generations of his ancestors or descendants (but lots of Gordons). However, a century later
strong connections developed between the Grants and Camerons in association with the 9 th
Grant of Rothiemarchus, Sir John Peter Grant. None of Sir John’s own descendants were
Camerons but after he died in 1774, his sister, Helen Grant, in 1778 married Lt Ewen Cameron
(b1738-d1797, Glennevis). Two of Helen’s and Ewen’s daughters married their first cousins.
Isabella Cameron (b1783) married a son of Sir John’s sister Jane Gordon Grant. And Henrietta
Cameron (1788-1871) married the son of Sir John’s brother Lt Col John Grant. This is the late1700s. Could it be that, if John MacLeod’s reckoning is out by a century, that when Lt Ewen
Cameron married Helen Grant, that he moved from Glennevis where is was born, to set up home
in Rothiemarchus, where they had 8 children, but then, later in his life, he was back in Glennevis
where he died and was buried there. All this is speculation.

Meanings
•
•

‘Clann’ or ‘Sliochd’ refer to groups descended from a common ancestor.
Nicknames: A ‘dochaidh’ is an oaken stick. It was short and thick. It was heavy, with a large hard head on it. It
was used in the Highlands as a weapon. ‘Mugaich’ in Gaelic means a snuffling voice, surliness, moroseness,
cloudiness or gloom. These descriptions do not help in explaining why these groups were known by these
nicknames. But it is not relevant to us.
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Places
•
•

By MacLeod’s account, there are two groups – one clustered in the general vicinity of Fort William and Glennevis,
and the other spread along the upper River Spey – along what is now the A9 highway.
Shomhairlie: We have not found this locality but there are a couple of clues (a) ) Allt Coire Shomairle is 20 km
east of Ben Nevis, and (b) Sliochd Shomhairle Ruaidh was Samuel, the chief of the Camerons of Glen Nevis.
Samuel's Stone, is a large stone located by the roadside in Glen Nevis, 2 kms east of Fort William (Gazetteer of
Scotland).
 Glennevis is between Fort William and Ben Nevis.
 Dochanassie and Gairlochy are on the southeast side of Loch Lochy near Spean Bridge, across from
Achnacarry.
 Upper Strathspey is about 100 kms to the north-east of Glennevis. The River Spey is very long and the
Upper Strathspey is generally regarded as the area south of Garntown-on-Sprey and includes Aviemore
(23 kms to the southwest) and then Newtonmore (a further 25 kms to the southwest).
 Rothiemurchus is near Aviemore.

..ooOOoo..
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Appendix W
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